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ABSTRACT

A growing problem in the southwestern United States is the increasing demand on

the water supply by development, agriculture, and resource conservation. This study

presents a hydrologic assessment of the Arivaca Creek Watershed, a small rural

watershed in southeastern Arizona. A hydrologic simulation model, ARDBSN, was

applied, along with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and a stochastic weather

generator (CLIGEN), to simulate the effects of stock ponds and a lake on the potential

groundwater recharge of the watershed. The annual water yield reduction to the

downstream recharge zone due to stock ponds and the Arivaca Lake ranges from 35-52%.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Issues of water supply and water quality are major concerns for all people,

particularly inhabitants of arid and semi-arid regions. In the Southwestern United States

water is a limiting factor for sustaining life. The town of Arivaca, Arizona, located 50

miles southwest from Tucson, Arizona, has significant water supply problems. Recently,

landowners in the Arivaca Valley have expressed concern that the water supply will be

adversely impacted as new water right claims are filed or existing water rights are fully

exercised.

Issues relating to water supply in Arivaca are not new. In the 1970s, consulting

hydrologists assessed the characteristics of the Arivaca Creek Watershed and compiled

"The Arivaca Area Plan." The purpose of the study was to determine the potential

volume of water which could be safely developed for use without disrupting the

ecological balance of the watershed (Manera, 1973). The investigation concluded that a

given amount of development could take place with little to no haimful effect on the

basin. Since then, development has occurred and concerns once again surfaced as to the

status of the water supply in the basin, in particular the portion available for recharge to

the aquifer.

1 0
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Stock ponds have been found to have a significant effect on the volume of runoff

on a watershed (Sauer and Masch, 1969; Lovely, 1976; Almestad, 1983). Likewise,

ponds affect the recharge potential of a watershed through decreased transmission losses.

Potential groundwater recharge into an aquifer is considered to occur primarily in

ephemeral alluvial stream channels (Osterkamp et al., 1994). Therefore, reducing the

amount of water that enters a downstream alluvial channel implies a loss of potential

groundwater recharge.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS's) are being widely used in hydrology and

are well suited to developing input to distributed-runoff simulation models because of the

inherent spatial distribution of physical characteristics such as soils, vegetation, elevation,

and slope. In this study, GIS played a key role in documenting the hydrologic

characteristics of the Arivaca watershed and providing input to a complex distributed

model, which can now be used as a basis for continued research in the area.

Objectives

The objectives of this study were to hydrologically characterize the Arivaca Creek

Watershed, estimate the amount of water available for recharge, and evaluate the

potential implications of stock ponds on the groundwater recharge in the watershed.



Methodology

Historical precipitation records were assembled along with pertinent GIS theme

layers to fully characterize the hydrology of the watershed. Hydrologic parameter input

values were derived from the GIS theme layers. The hydrologic model, ARiD BaSiN

(ARDBSN; Stone et al., 1986), coupled with a stochastic weather generator (CLIGEN;

Nicks et al., 1995), was applied to simulate the hydrology of the Arivaca Creek

Watershed. The effect of surface storage by stock ponds on downstream recharge

potential was estimated through an analysis of runoff losses.

Expected Results

The knowledge provided of the water resources and potential impact of surface

storage structures on the hydrologic system and water supply should facilitate good

decision-making as a community. The associated errors and levels of uncertainty in the

results will be included, in order to fully understand the results. If the model is working

well, the output will provide data on the characteristics of the watershed that are

otherwise unknown, such as runoff and recharge. The findings of this research may

provide for review of water rights adjudication laws concerning small stockwatering

ponds in small basins in Arizona.

12
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LITERATURE REVIEW

In the semi-arid Southwestern United States, stock ponds provide a water supply

for livestock in remote grazing areas. In addition, stock ponds provide water for many

wildlife species when they are away from main riparian areas. Some basic stock pond

descriptions and hydrologic characteristics can be found in the literature (Langbein et al.,

1951; Cole, 1988; Noble, 1988; Young, 1994; Imler, 1998a). The studies described in

this section vary in regard to location, watershed size, and reduction of downstream water

yield as a result of surface storage structures. However, most of the studies indicate that

downstream water yield is diminished due to stock pond and reservoir retention. The

volume of decrease that may be deemed significant on downstream water supply varies

as a function of watershed size and scale.

Table 1 contains a summary of some previous studies that have examined the

effect of stock ponds and reservoirs on downstream water yield. As pointed out by

Lovely (1976) and Almestad (1983) the streamflow reduction percentages reported in

each study should only be used for comparison due to the variability in reservoir storage

capacities, percent of area controlled by reservoirs, climate, topography, soils, and

vegetation.
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Table 1. Summary of previous studies, based on Lovely's (1976) literature review, plus
studies that have taken place since then or were not mentioned in Lovely's review.

Study Location
Analytical
Technique

Study
Area
Size

(sq.mi)

Area above
reservoirs

(% of total)

Storage
Capacity per
Area above
Reservoirs

(ac-ft/sq.ini)

Reduction
in

Streamflow
Due to

Reservoirs
(T)

*Culler (1961) Wyoming Empirical 9100 55 12 30-44
*Crow and Ree

(1964)
Oklahoma Empirical Varied 20 Varied 2-8

*Stevens (1964) Texas Empirical Varied Varied Varied 0-24
*Kennon (1966) Oklahoma Empirical 85 75 324 20
Sauer and Masch

(1969)
Texas Empirical Varied Varied Varied 9-100,

*Gilbert and
Sauer (1970)

Texas Empirical 18-80 0-67 0-376 23-33

*Fricke] (1972) Montana Empirical 538 75 119 18
*Dubreuil &

Girard (1973)
Brazil Empirical 691 50 71 11

Simanton &
Osborn (1973)

Arizona Empirical 58 3 N/A N/A

Lovely (1976) Arizona USDAHL-74 49 32 0.012 2.6-10.7
Almestad (1983) Arizona PONDS Varied Varied Varied 6-23

Young (1994) Arizona TSPLOSS Varied Varied Varied N/A
Imler (1998a) Arizona Computer Model N/A N/A 23.7 # 19.62 +

* Studies included in Lovely s (1976) literature review.
# Recommended storage capacity by Imler based on his study and previous studies.
+ Mean value for "functioning" ponds.
• Dependent on runoff depth.
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Lovely (1976) reviewed the literature concerning the effects of stock ponds on

surface water yield. He found that most studies examined large watersheds, ranging in

size from 18 to 9100 square miles, which contained variable numbers of small reservoirs

or stock ponds. Of these watersheds, 20 to 75 percent of the area contributed runoff

water to the small reservoirs. The estimated reduction in streamflow, as a result of these

small stock ponds, ranged from 2 to 44 percent.

Lovely (1976) modeled a 49 mi 2 watershed, Red Tank Draw, on the Beaver Creek

Experimental Watershed in north-central Arizona. He selected the USDAHL-74 Revised

Model of Watershed Hydrology and its input parameter for depression storage was used

to represent stock ponds within the watershed. Input data to the model included

precipitation, pan evaporation, temperature, agricultural practices, and land uses.

Channel losses were not differentiated from stock pond retention, therefore possible

overestimation of stock pond retention. Water yield reduction due to stock pond

retention ranged from 6.2% to 10.7% based on model simulations.

Other studies, not mentioned by Lovely, which have examined the effects of small

impoundments on downstream water yield, have been done by Sauer and Masch (1969)

and Simanton and Osborn (1973). Even though the range of water yield reduction due to

reservoirs and stock ponds were inconclusive from these studies, they both resulted in

findings worth noting. Sauer and Masch (1969) developed a relation between annual
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runoff and percent of water yield reduction due to upstream floodwater-retention

structures in Texas. The relation shows that as annual runoff increases, the reduction in

watershed yield decreases. Sauer and Masch (1969) provide an annual inflow-outflow

relation such that: 0 = 0.98(1) — 0.68, where 0 is outflow (inches) and I is inflow

(inches). However this relationship is not applicable to monthly data. The table below

provided by Sauer and Masch (1969) shows that as the amount of annual runoff

increases, the reduction in water yield due to stock ponds decreases.

Annual Runoff (in.) Reduction in Yield (%)
<0.7 100

1.0 70
2.0 36
5.0 16

10.0 9

Simanton and Osborn (1973) used stock ponds to study rainfall-runoff

relationships on the Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed in southeastern Arizona.

They found the average runoff into stock ponds was 10% of summer rainfall.

Coskun et al. (1969) applied a hydrologic model to a 70.4 mi2 rural watershed

study area in central Texas in order to estimate the effects of surface storage structures on

runoff yields. The authors took actual data for pre-structure rainfall and runoff and actual

data for post structure construction rainfall and runoff to calibrate the model. They then

simulated what the runoff would be in the post construction period as if there were no

structures in place. In May 1965 total runoff loss from the reservoirs was found to be

122.7 ac-ft, two-thirds of which was determined to be loss due to evaporation. The
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percent runoff retained by surface storage structures was computed to be 20% for the data

observed during the 1966 year of study.

Additional research on the effects of small stock ponds on downstream water

yield has provided auxiliary information (Almestad, 1983; Young, 1994; Imler, 1998a)

particularly in Arizona. Almestad (1983), as well as Lovely, analyzed data from the

Beaver Creek Experimental Watershed in Arizona. Almestad reviewed Lovely's (1976)

study and then provided some examples of stochastic rainfall models coupled with

mathematical models applied to similar studies. Prior to Lovely's study, the majority of

reported researches on stock ponds related to water yield were based on empirical data.

Almestad (1983) took an approach similar to Hanson et al. (1975) in which

stochastic simulation is used as input. However, Almestad's study was different from

Hanson's in two aspects. Differences in Almestad's study were the form of his stochastic

precipitation model and how he coupled a stochastic precipitation model with a

deterministic runoff model rather than with a stochastic runoff model. The model

developed by Almestad was entitled "PONDS", short for pond simulation. PONDS is

composed of nine component models, including summer precipitation, winter

precipitation, temperature, precipitation type, evaporation, summer runoff, degree-day

snow-melt, winter runoff, and stock pond routing.
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Almestad used a daily time step because most available data was on a daily basis.

An event was defined as a 24-hour period having at least 0.01 inches of rainfall. The Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) runoff Curve Number method was selected as the surface

runoff component in Almestad's modeling technique. A summer runoff component and a

winter runoff component were developed within the model to account for the seasonality

of rainfall-runoff response found in the semi-arid climate of Arizona.

Almestad developed a stock pond routing continuity equation with two inputs and

four outputs where the difference between input and outputs to the pond is the amount of

water in storage. The inputs were runoff volume inflow and direct precipitation input to

the pond. The outputs were evaporation from the pond, volume of water that spills over

the pond, volume of water consumed by livestock, and volume of water that seeps into

the ground. Seepage was modeled using a single rate, expressed in feet/day, which does

not vary with hydraulic head or time. Almestad explained that a single seepage rate was

initialized in the model and this rate did not change with stage of water in the pond or

through period of time simulated. Livestock water consumption was calculated assuming

that each cow consumes 10 gallons per day. The volume of spillage was that volume of

water in excess of the stock pond's capacity.

Almestad's (1983) PONDS model simulation showed that average pond retention

ranges from 6 to 23 percent, dependent upon seepage rate and pond geometry, and ranges

from 6 to 16 percent if the actual seepage rate is assumed to fall between 0.00 and 0.02
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feet/day. Therefore, the PONDS program which models a single stock pond on a small

watershed resulted in greater retention percentages than Lovely's (1976) study which

used the USDAHL-74 model to determine stock pond retention on a large watershed with

many stock ponds.

Young (1994) reviewed Almestad's (1983) study and noted that the use of

computer-synthesized data (Lovely, 1976; Almestad, 1983) makes comparison with

previously reported empirical studies difficult. Also, as in the Lovely (1976) study,

Almestad (1983) did not differentiate channel losses from stock pond retention.

Young (1994) created a modeling technique called TSPLOSS, which is an

adaptation of the TLOSS6 mathematical model developed at the Agricultural Research

Service (ARS) Southwest Watershed Research Center. Young's model uses the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) runoff Curve Number method to determine runoff.

Watershed geometry is represented by upland areas, lateral areas, and channel segments

where excess precipitation falling over the watershed flows from the upland area to the

head of the channel, and from the laterals uniformly into the channel along its length.

Young (1994) modeled 14 stock ponds in Walnut Gulch, Arizona, which are with

one exception, associated with upland areas. The one exception is associated with a

lateral area. Young calculated watershed runoff both with and without stock pond

retention. The modeling scenario with stock pond retention assumed that tanks were
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initially empty. The volume effectively retained was calculated by Young to be total

volume with stock tanks subtracted from total volume without stock tanks. He defined

volume effectively retained as the amount of water retained from a specified watershed

because of the presence of stock ponds. Young provided tables with the results of

sensitivity analyses that varied hydraulic conductivities and Curve Number. The tables

contain a value of 7.67% of watershed production retained based on a 2-year storm event.

The volume of water lost to the mainstem river may be between less than 0.35 and

28 acre-feet per year (Young, 1994). When compared to the mean and median watershed

production this would appear to be an insignificant volume of water, and Young implies

the impact of such a reduction could be considered insignificant with respect to

downstream users.

Young (1994) concluded that stock ponds have an insignificant impact on

downstream users. He noted that a certain amount of channel flow is intercepted by stock

ponds, and that the percent of the flow intercepted is small when compared to such

factors as potential and actual watershed production, overland flow losses,

evapotranspiration, and total channel losses. He further states that the same volume of

channel flow, if not captured by a stock pond, would be partially (or entirely) lost to the

natural system through evapotranspiration and streambed infiltration anyway. Young's

study consisted of four modeling scenarios on which he based his analyses. He then
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implemented a fifth model scenario, instantaneous release of full ponds, which resulted in

no runoff at the outlet due to transmission losses.

Young (1994) states that the upper limit of a negligible or unmeasureable volume

will ultimately be determined by the court, and the determination of this value should

take into consideration both the significance of the volume in comparison to how much

water is produced from the drainage in years of typical rainfall and drought, as well as the

magnitude of the volumes required by downstream users. Young notes that stock pond

density may be a significant factor in cases where densities are high over large areas and

he suggests further investigation of this matter.

Imler (1998a) evaluated stock water ponds on U.S. Forest Service land in

southeastern Arizona and estimated runoff from tributary watersheds and the net effect on

individual ponds. He did this by modeling the rainfall-runoff relationships and associated

evaporation and transpiration effects. Imler developed a model based on methodology

developed by SCS (1972) and Almestad (1983). The model to develop a water balance

equation integrated four factors (runoff, precipitation, initial abstraction, and infiltration).

Transmission losses and contributions from springs were assumed to be zero. The pond

storage component included five major factors: total available volume, final water

volume, initial water volume, inflow, and evaporation.
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Imler (1998a) analyzed precipitation data from 12 NOAA weather stations in the

vicinity of his study area for selection of a single representative annual set. This data

were used on modeling rainfall-runoff relationships for the stock pond watersheds in his

analysis. Imler (1998a) reported a mean reduction in downstream runoff due to

"functioning" stock ponds to be 19.62%.

Seward and Vandertulip (1969) documented some informational needs for

changes in rural watersheds and their relationships to planning activities. The authors

state that there is need for information such as potential water yield to major downstream

reservoirs following future upstream development, hydrologic data on small watersheds

to satisfy the broad purpose, basic data which will aid in determining the net effect of

floodwater-retarding structures on the regimen of streamflow at downstream points, and

the effect of these structures on underlying groundwater reservoirs.

A small amount of research has considered effects of stock ponds on downstream

runoff in small watersheds (less than 100 mi2). This study, of the Arivaca watershed, will

estimate the effects of stock ponds, in seven subwatersheds (3.8 mi 2 to 8.35 mi 2) within a

78 mi2 basin, on potential recharge to the groundwater aquifer. The difference in this

study concerning the Arivaca area compared to the Simanton and Osborn (1973) study of

Walnut Gulch is that the stream channels are not alluvial in the subwatersheds, but rather

they are bedrock and allow the majority of runoff to reach the alluvium that comprises

the present-day floodplain of Arivaca Creek.



For the purposes of this study, instead of routing flow to the outlet of the entire

Arivaca area watershed, subwatersheds were delineated to route flow to the alluvium.

The alluvium was considered to be the area conducive to recharging the local

groundwater aquifer. The younger alluvial area and aquifer were found to be

hydrologically connected, meaning as water infiltrates down through the alluvial

material, it potentially may reach the groundwater aquifer that lies below.

Local aquifers are important sources of water in semi-arid rangeland areas of the

Southwest (Renard, 1970). The authors found that the main source of recharge to these

aquifers, in Walnut Gulch, Arizona, is stream transmission losses. Similarly, Culler

(1961) observed that most of the stream channels in the Cheyenne River Basin are

composed of permeable alluvium and are subject to significant channel losses. Osterkamp

et al. (1994) estimated that, given 180-mm of annual precipitation, 1.6% recharges the

groundwater reservoir, 90% of which occurs by transmission loss in stream channels.

The remaining 10% is accounted for as infiltration through the root zone in the upland

and interchannel areas.

Renard (1970) stated that for an annual precipitation amount of 12 inches at

Walnut Gulch, Arizona, approximately 1.75 inches are transmission losses, of which

0.875 inches reach the groundwater table, with the rest returning to the atmosphere

through evapotranspiration. Renard (1970) describes a channel reach at Walnut Gulch
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where "the tremendous volumes of alluvium provide a large immediate reservoir for the

transmission loss water, and groundwater recharge occurs as the water moves under the

force of gravity." He further states that transmission losses are undoubtedly the primary

groundwater recharge source in limited rainfall areas.

This study, of the Arivaca Creek Watershed, is different than previous studies in

that a stochastic weather simulator was used to generate 20 years of daily rainfall data

and Geographic Information Systems were used to derive topographic and hydraulic

characteristics of the watershed as needed for model input. This study attempts to

estimate recharge potential by applying a hydrologic simulation model that integrates

precipitation as well as topographic and hydraulic properties of the watershed as input.

The model then simulates the hydrology of the basin and provides runoff output values

associated with the outlet of stream channels onto the younger alluvial area. The runoff

volumes are considered an indication of potential recharge to the groundwater aquifer.

Culler (1961) noted the impossibility to determine the net drainage area of each

reservoir because of the large number of upstream stock reservoirs. Geographic

Information Systems (GIS) as applied in this study removes that limitation to some

extent, as described later in Methods section under heading "Ponds".

Culler (1961) performed an analysis of observation-reservoir records, which

permitted the computation of volume of annual inflow to reservoirs, volume of inflow
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retained by reservoirs, and volume of retained inflow depleted by evaporation and

seepage. Due to data limitations, this Arivaca watershed study utilized a surface water

model driven by precipitation to simulate the volume of annual inflow retained by ponds.

The final goal of this study was to gain insight as to whether Young's (1994)

findings that small stock ponds have an insignificant effect on downstream water yield

hold true on a small watershed, or if the effect of stock ponds is indeed significant at this

smaller scale. Relative estimates of the amount of water available for potential

groundwater recharge within the watershed area were also obtained.



STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION

Arivaca Creek is a small rangeland watershed located in southeastern Arizona, 50

miles southwest of Tucson (Figure 1). The total drainage area of the watershed is

approximately 78 mi 2 , when considering the USGS gaging station (#09486600) as the

outlet point. The elevation of the watershed ranges from 3400 ft to 4500 ft. The main

stream of the watershed, Arivaca Creek, is approximately 15 miles in length with some

perennial reaches and seven major ephemeral tributaries. The latitude, longitude and

elevation at the Arivaca townsite are 31° 35' N, -111° 20' W, and 3675 ft., respectively.

Arivaca is part of the Basin and Range physiographic province, characterized by steeply

rising mountain ranges surrounding alluvium filled valleys (Fenneman, 1931).

Climate

The climate is semi-arid with a mean annual precipitation of 17.5 inches, with

60% occurring in the summer months (June — September). Rainfall occurs predominantly

at two distinct times of the year, winter and summer. Snowfall is not a significant factor.

Summer rainfall (July 1 — August 31) originates in the Gulf of Mexico (Bryson and

Lowry, 1955; Bryson, 1957), and arrives in the late afternoon or early evening in the

form of moderate to heavy thunderstorms (Sellers and Hill, 1974). The temperature in

Arivaca ranges from an average of 48°F (9°C) in January to 82°F (28°C) in July.
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Figure 1. Arivaca Creek Watershed site location map.



The summer rains are brief, of relatively high intensity, scattered, and somewhat

limited in areal extent (Osborn, 1983). Late summer rainfall (late August — September)

has its origins off the West Coast of Mexico as a result of hurricanes (Sellers and Hill,

1974).

Arizona's winter precipitation is associated with large-scale, mid-latitude cyclonic

storms arriving from the Pacific Northwest. At any point in Arizona, winter precipitation

will be more variable from year to year than will be summer precipitation. As a result,

winter precipitation is also more closely correlated to annual precipitation than is summer

precipitation (Sellers, 1960).

Topography

Bartolo Mountain borders the southeastern portion of the watershed. Jalisco

Ridge forms the eastern boundary, at an elevation of approximately 4400 ft. Three-Mile

Hill and a short portion of Arivaca Road form the drainage divide on the northern side of

the basin, at an elevation of approximately 3950 ft. The San Luis Mountains bound the

southwestern extent of the watershed, and the Las Guijas Mountains are found north of

Arivaca Creek at the northwesterly side of the basin (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Topographic features of the Arivaca watershed.
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Geology

Keith and Theodore (1975) mapped the geology of the area to the extent of the 15

minute Arivaca Quadrangle (Figure 3. Geology map of the Arivaca quadrangle,

Arizona). A younger alluvium is found along the area of Arivaca Creek, extending from

Arivaca Lake northwesterly to the outlet. The central area of the watershed, extending to

the northern border, is comprised of an older alluvial material. A shale formation

separates the San Luis and Las Guijas mountain ranges (Keith and Theodore, 1975),

which extends to the mouth of the Arivaca Valley and runs along side Arivaca Creek.

This shale exposure has apparently forced the creek to flow on the surface as it passes

through this area (Whittlesey and Ciolek-Torrello, 1992).

Farther south of the shale is Cobre Ridge which is composed of granitic rocks,

including schist, intrusive breccia, and some tuffaceous rocks (Keith and Theodore,

1975). The majority of the fault lines in the watershed run in a northwest-southeast

direction, which is typical of the Basin and Range province.

Soils

Four soil associations and ten soil types are included in the Arivaca area

according to the State Soils Geographic (STATSGO) database (Figure 4). The soil

associations are White House-Bernadino-Hathway, Lampshire-Chiricahua-Graham,

Lithic Ustochrepts-Rock Outcrop, and Timhus-Quintana-Flugle. The White House-
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Geology
Andesite
C onglo in erat e
Granitic Rock
Rhyodacite
Shale
Sandstone and Quartzite
Gravel
Alluvial Deposits
C alluvial Deposits
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Intrusive Breccia of Cobre Ridge
Granitic Rocks of Las Guijas Mountains
Ash Flow
Dike Rocks of Cobre Ridge
Granitic Rocks of Cobre Ridge
Schist of Co bre Ridge

El Sandstone, Tuff aceous

Figure 3. Geology map of the Arivaca quadrangle, Arizona (Keith and Theodore,
1975).
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Figure 4. Soils of the Arivaca watershed (based on STATSGO database).
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Bemadino-Hathaway association is found in the central part of the watershed extending

north to to south and it overlays the older alluvial geologic material. The Lampshire-

Chiricahua-Graham association extends from the townsite to the lower end of the

watershed. The Lithic Ustochrepts-Rock Outcrop is found in the area above the Lake

extending west and northwest along the southern border of the basin. Timhus-Quintana-

Flugle association can be found in two distinct areas in the watershed boundary. One is

in the uppermost end at the headwaters of Arivaca Creek and the other area is that which

surrounds Cobre Ridge, near the headwaters of Fraguita wash.

Vegetation

The Arivaca Watershed includes three biotic communities: desert grasslands,

encinal and mexican-oak-pine woodland, and riparian deciduous woodland (Hendricks,

1985). Desert grasslands can imply pure grass stands in some instances, open savanna

with grasses beneath oaks or mesquites, or grasses mixed with a variety of low-growing

trees or shrubs (Hendricks, 1985). Threeawn and tobosa species as well as grama grasses

dominate desert grasslands (Hendricks, 1985).

The topography is mainly grassland, made up of grasses, shrubs and small trees.

More specifically, the vegetation in the watershed includes seven types according to the

Arizona Gap Analysis Vegetation data, based on Brown and Lowe classification system

(Bennett et al., 1998) (Figure 5). The Encinal Mixed Oak makes up 1.3 % of the
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Figure 5. Vegetation of the Arivaca watershed (based on Arizona Gap Analysis
project, Bennett et ai, 1998).
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vegetation, Encinal Mixed Oak-Mesquite accounts for 12.1% of the vegetation,

Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mesquite comprises 49.3%, Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mixed

Scrub covers 10%, Semidesert Mixed Grass-Yucca-Agave makes up 4.5%, Sonoran

Riparian/Mixed Riparian Scrub is 0.2%, and Sonoran/Chihauhaun Riparian Reed Cattail

Marsh makes up 0.5%.

The upper watershed is rather evenly distributed with Semidesert Mixed Grass-

Yucca-Agave, Encinal Mixed Oak-Mesquite, and Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mixed Scrub.

The lower watershed is dominated by Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mesquite. A cienega,

consisting of Sonoran/Chihuahuan Riparian/Reed-Cattail Marsh vegetation, is located in

the center of the watershed and is critical habitat to many types of wildlife.

Historical accounts show that southeastern Arizona consisted mainly of

grasslands before 1880 (Hereford, 1993). In the past century, native vegetation of many

riparian areas has undergone great changes. As water tables decrease and flood control

and other water management activities increase, riparian woodlands have and will

continue to become more sparse (Hendricks, 1985).

Wildlife

In addition to the more than 290 bird species, Desert Cottontail, Coyote, Gray

Fox, Kit Fox, Raccoon, Coati, Badger, Mountain Lion, Bobcat, Javelina, Mule Deer,
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White-tailed Deer, Bull Frog, Sonoran Mud Turtle, lizards, and a variety of snakes have

been known to occur on the Arivaca Cienega or Creek portions of the refuge (U.S. Fish &

Wildlife Service, Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge, Wildlife Species List). The

Cienega, Spanish for "100 waters", is protected by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service who

purchased it in 1985 as part of the Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge.

Land Ownership and Land Use

The land ownership, based on the Arizona Land Resources Information Systems

database, in the Arivaca Valley is divided into six major groups: Private (27.3%), State

(24.1%), Bureau of Land Management (3.5%), U.S. Forest Service (Coronado National

Forest) (43.0%), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1.6%), and Arizona Game and Fish

Department (0.5%) (Figure 6). The middle and lower watershed areas (N and NW

portions) are located in Pima County and the upper watershed area (S and SE portion) is

located in Santa Cruz County. Parts of six USGS 7.5-minute quadrangles comprise the

basin area: Wilbur Canyon, Cerro Colorado, Arivaca, Bartlett Moutain, Murphy Peak,

and Ruby (Figure 7).

Sayre (1999) wrote about the urbanization of ranching in southeastern Arizona.

Prior to 1970, grazing was still considered the highest economic use of rangelands. Then

the tide turned and the economic incentive to sell ranches (rangeland) for development

greatly increased. Development tends to imply increased consumption of natural
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Figure 6. Land Ownership within the Arivaca watershed based on the Arizona
Land Resources Information Systems (ALRIS) database.
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Figure 7. 7.5-Minute Topographic Quadrangles comprising the Arivaca watershed.



resources in the area. The range conditions in the basin as a whole are classified as fair

with 30-70% cover (Imler, 1998b).

Today, ranching, tourism, recreation, and protected wildlife habitat constitute the

types of land-use activities in the Arivaca area. The economy of the area is comprised of

ranchers, small businesses, retirees, and commuters to the Tucson and Green Valley

areas.

Population

The population within the Arivaca watershed was stated to be 2,000 in an article

written in May 1995 by Kevin Franklin entitled, Swamp Thing, in the Out There section

of the Tucson Weekly newspaper. The population of the Arivaca Valley area has

increased in recent years, which is not surprising given the overall population changes

throughout Arizona. From 1970 to 1998 the population of Arizona has increased by

almost 300,000, which is a 250% increase (Source: U.S. Bureau of Census and Real

Estate Center at Texas A&M University).

Hydrology

The main stream of the watershed, Arivaca Creek, is 15 miles in length and flows

from the southeastern part of the upper watershed toward the outlet at the northwestern

portion of the drainage area. Arivaca Creek begins near Ruby Peak and flows down into
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Arivaca Lake via Cedar and Chimney Canyons, through the Arivaca Cienega near the

townsite. Arivaca Creek continues northwest through the San Luis and the Las Guijas

Mountain ranges to its outlet at the Arivaca Road crossing.

The major washes contributing to Arivaca Creek are Cedar, Chimney, Oro

Blanco, Yellow Jacket, Fraguita, Amigo, and Stopes. These seven tributaries are

ephemeral, flowing in response to rainfall events. Channelization is thought to have been

started as a result of several floods in the late 1800s and early 1900s. One effect of

channelization is a decrease in the natural shallow groundwater recharge. Before

channelization in lowlands, water moving into channels was spread out over broad areas

through dense stands of grasses. This condition facilitated low water movement into

channels and continuous annual aquifer replenishment (Hereford, 1993). Degradation of

rangeland led to erosion of land and stream channels, which caused a decrease in the

groundwater table and an increase in head-cutting of channels, thereby depleting

perennial baseflow. Perennial streams became ephemeral or intermittent and the loss of

perennial waters necessitated construction of reservoirs and stock tanks (Young, 1994).

A newspaper article entitled, "Arivaca Geohydrology", by John Regan (1998)

described some of the geologic history of the area and some insight to present day

hydrologic conditions in the Arivaca area. He depicts some general hydrological

conditions such as the water table slope approximates the land surface slope, but to a

lesser degree, and that water moves through porous alluvial material downhill due to
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gravity to lower elevations. Also mentioned are several ways in which groundwater is

discharged from the watershed, including evaporation, transpiration, springs, and

pumping for domestic or irrigation purposes.

Surface Water Storage

The surface water storage within the watershed includes Arivaca Lake, the

Arivaca Cienega wetland area, and a number of earthen stock ponds. Other names used

to describe stock ponds include stock tanks, stockwatering ponds, farm ponds,

catchments, impoundments, and reservoirs. In 1969, the Arizona Game and Fish

Department constructed a dam and lake five miles southeast of the Arivaca townsite. The

lake has a drainage area of 13.7 mi 2 , which equals approximately 17% of the total

watershed area.

History

Whittlesey and Ciolek-Torrello (1992) reported on the archaeological history of

the Arivaca area. They state that the characteristics of the upland area including a mild

climate, diverse natural resources, a sizeable amount of farmable land, and a perennial

stream, have made the area attractive to people wishing to settle down in one area and

live off the land.
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Arivaca, or La Aribac, has a history containing several cultural as well as land-use

changes. Prior to the Pima Revolt in 1751, Spanish ranches flourished in Arivaca.

People worked mines, mostly gold and silver, until Apache invasion forced them to leave

in 1767. It is uncertain whether mining activity occurred before 1751 (Wilson, 1995).

During the Native American uprisings in the mid- to late 1700s, the Arivaca valley was

never settled for any length of time. The valley was resettled and mining resumed in the

1800s (Wilson, 1995).

In the 1900s, Arivaca served as one of thirty-four U.S. Army stations set up to

patrol the U.S.-Mexican border during the Mexican Revolution (Wilson, 1995). Small-

scale mining took place on and off through 1941 (Wilson, 1995). Additional and more

detailed historical excerpts of the Arivaca area have been written by Mary Noon

Kasulaitis in articles entitled "Arivaca Yesterdays", printed in the monthly publications

of The Connection newspaper (1985-1999).



METHODS

The hydrologic model, ARDBSN, was selected to simulate the hydrology of the

Arivaca watershed. A stochastic weather generator, CLIGEN, was parameterized with

historical precipitation records for the Arivaca area in order to simulate long-term daily

rainfall for input to the surface water model, ARDBSN. A Geographic Information

Systems (GIS) database was developed for the Arivaca area that included topography,

soils, land-use, and pond coverages. Hydrologic parameter input values were derived

from GIS layers. Once the watershed was parameterized, the ARDBSN model was

executed and the effect of surface storage by stock ponds on downstream recharge

potential was estimated.

Model Description

The ARDBSN model is a simplified basin-scale version of the SPUR (Simulation

of Production and Utilization of Rangelands; Wight and Siciles, 1987) model developed

by the USDA-ARS. The ARDBSN model is a quasi-physically based distributed

hydrologic simulation model (Stone et al., 1986). Hydrologic response is computed on a

daily time step, and ARDBSN is designed to run continuously over a long period of

record (up to several decades) in order to be suitable as a strategic planning tool. The

model is capable of predicting runoff volume and peak, as well as erosion and sediment

yield. For modeling purposes, a watershed is subdivided into a series of upland, lateral,

and channel elements (Figure 8). The hydrology component is computed using a
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I = upland; drains into upstream end of channel
• 2,3,4,5 = laterals; drain into adjacent charme!
». uplands and laterals = "fields"
». 1 and 2 = channels

Figure 8. ARDBSN model routing configuration for subwatershed, Cedar, divided
into a series of upland, lateral, and channel elements.
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modified Curve Number method that incorporates the elements' hydrologic

characteristics. Runoff is routed through the various elements accounting for any pond

detention, and channel runoff and volume estimates are adjusted for transmission losses.

The Curve Number is the most sensitive parameter affecting all outputs of the

ARDBSN model (Stone et al., 1986). Saskowsky and Gardner (1991) found that due to

the degree of parameterization in SPUR, model simulations cannot be significantly

improved by increasing watershed configuration beyond the 4th order stream network.

The authors also discovered that Curve Numbers can affect model simulations and that

higher Curve Numbers were better for the greater than or equal to 2nd order

configurations while lower Curve Numbers were better for the greater than or equal to 4 th

order watershed configurations.

Reasons for selecting the ARDBSN model for this study were that it runs on a

daily timestep, is applicable to ungaged areas, streamflow could be ephemeral, and it is

designed for small semiarid rangeland watersheds (0.01 to 10 mi2). In addition, channel

runoff output values were viewed as a means to make relative comparisons of potential

groundwater recharge to the system both with and without the factor of stock ponds.

Channel losses were differentiated from losses due to stock pond retention because the

output volume analyzed was channel runoff, not field runoff. Field runoff is overland

flow that is routed to the channel. Then the flow in the channel either contributes to
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infiltration through the streambed (transmission losses) or as channel runoff at the outlet.

The sum of channel runoff and channel losses equals field runoff in the ARDBSN output

file.

Miller et al. (1999) used GIS to derived parameters for the ARDBSN model to

predict runoff from gaged rangeland watersheds within the Walnut Gulch Experimental

Watershed in southeastern Arizona. The authors concluded that the ARDBSN model is

capable of estimating, with reasonable accuracy, average annual runoff for small

watersheds.

CONTINUOUS WATER BALANCE

The field component of ARDBSN maintains a daily water balance for each of the

subbasins on the watershed. Most of the field component calculations are from the model

SWRRB (Williams et al., 1985). Surface runoff is calculated using the SCS Curve

Number Equation where: If P > 0.2S, then Q = (P — 0.2S) 2 / (P + 0.8S),

If P <= 0.2S, then Q= 0,

where Q is surface runoff (in.), P is storm rainfall (in.), and S is a storage factor (in.).

S = (1000/CN) — 10, where CN is the Curve Number taken from input file parameter

value. The Curve Number is updated daily based on soil moisture (Stone et al., 1986).

The advantages of the Curve Number method for estimating runoff, such as easily

obtainable parameter values and it is widely tested (Stone et al., 1986), still seem to
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outweigh the limitations, such as it is a simplification of the upland runoff process which

does not account for variability in rainfall intensity (Osborn and Lane, 1969).

The ARDBSN model maintains a continuous water balance with a daily timestep

with the equation:

SW = Sw o + P — Q — ET — PL — QR	 (Renard et al., 1987)

where:

SW = current soil water content (in.)
Sw o = initial soil water content (in.)
P = cumulative rainfall (in.)
Q = cumulative amount of surface runoff (in.)
ET = cumulative amount of evapotranspiration (in.)
PL = cumulative amount of percolation loss to ground water storage (in.)
QR = cumulative amount of return flow (in.)

Swo = (FC)(STF), where FC is the field capacity in layer i (in.) and STF is the

initial soil water content as a fraction of field capacity for entire soil profile (Renard et

al., 1987). Field capacity (FC) = (SM3i— SM15 ) THI(i , where SM3 is soil moisture at

1/3 bar for layer i (in/in), SM15 i is 15-bar water content for layer i (in/in), and TBK i is

soil layer thickness for layer i (in) (Renard et al., 1987). Soil depths and 1/3 and 15 bar

soil moisture retention information were derived from GIS soil data.

Evapotranspiration (ET) is the sum of plant transpiration and soil evaporation.

ET must be less than or equal to available soil water. The ET component used in

ARDBSN is the same one used in SPUR, CREAMS and SWRRB and is based on the

work by Ritchie (1972) (Renard et al., 1987). ET is driven by daily temperature and
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daily solar radiation, which are based on average monthly values. These two parameters

were obtained from nearby Walnut Gulch Experimental watershed data and applied to the

Arivaca area. Long term average monthly temperature data for the Arivaca area was very

comparable to the Walnut Gulch records and therefore the Walnut Gulch data was

applied since it had both monthly temperature and solar radiation values.

POND WATER BALANCE

The SPUR model uses a component of SWRRB that was designed to account for

the effects of ponds on water yield. The water balance equation is:

VM = Vmo + QI — QO — EV — SP (Renard et al., 1987)

where:

VM = volume of water stored in pond at end of day (ac-ft)
Vmo = volume of water in pond at beginning of day (ac-ft)
QI = inflow to the pond during the day (ac-ft)
QO = outflow from the pond during the day (ac-ft)
EV = evaporation from pond (ac-ft), and
SP = seepage from pond (ac-ft)

Consumption by livestock and other wildlife animals is assumed to be negligible

compared with seepage and evaporation losses. The equation that calculates pond

evaporation is:

EV = 1/12 (a E0 SA)

where:

a = evaporation coefficient (= 0.6)
Eo = potential evaporation (in.)
SA = surface area of pond (acres)
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Seepage from the pond is calculated with the equation:

SP = 2 SC SA

where SC = saturated-soil conductivity of the pond bottom (in/hr). SC does not vary with

water depth or other factors such as soil stratification or sediment distribution in the pond

(Renard et al., 1987).

ROUTING AND TRANSMISSION LOSS EQUATION

The channel component computes runoff rates and volume and flood flow

reductions caused by channel abstraction (transmission losses). Lane (1982) developed

the transmission loss calculations used in ARDBSN.

Transmission loss equations developed by Lane (1982) use an ordinary

differential equation to approximate rate of runoff volume change with distance. Channel

length and average width, upstream and lateral inflow, and mean duration and volume

runoff, are all factors in computing transmission loss amount. The basic equation for the

transmission loss model is:

V(x,w) = a(x,w) ± b(x,w) Vup + F(x,w) (Via / X),

where:

x = length of stream channel (miles)
w = width of the channel (feet)
Vup = upstream input
Via = lateral flow along channel reach
D = mean duration of flow (hr)
V = mean volume of flow (acre-ft)
K = effective hydraulic conductivity (in/hr)



a(X ,,, ) ,13 ( ,,, ) , and F(x , w) are parameters to be determined for a particular channel reach;

a( ,, w) = a/(1-b) [1 - b(x,v)i, where a = -0.004651(D and b = e-k ;

b(x , w) = e 1', where k is a decay factor and k = -1.09 ln [1 — 0.00545K(D/V)]; and

F(x , w) = [1 - b (x , )] / kw

More specifically, a( ,, w) has units of volume (ac-ft); b(x , w) is dimensionless; F(x , w) has units

of length (miles).

Parameterization of Weather Generator (CLIGEN)

Precipitation input drives the hydrologic model, ARDBSN, which was used in

this study. Therefore, it was imperative that the precipitation input be robust to assure the

greatest possible confidence in the model output. The aim of the precipitation analysis

was to gain a solid understanding of the input to the model so that the outputs would be

credible. Of course, this is given that all other inputs accurately portray the system or

have an insignificant effect on the output values.

The available precipitation data for the Arivaca area was collected, compiled,

statistically analyzed, and then applied as input to the weather generator, CLIGEN (Nicks

et al., 1995). The weather generator was then calibrated so that the output was

representative of the actual observed Arivaca area precipitation data.
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DATA COLLECTION AND COMPILATION

Table A-1 (Appendix A) contains all the years of precipitation records that were

obtained either via personal data sheets from local residents or by the NOAA

Climatological records. A total of eight rain gages and corresponding data were

collected. The data was entered into Microsoft ACCESS database files. The

accumulated precipitation data records were limiting since overlapping long-term records

for different rain gages throughout the watershed did not exist. Table A-2 (Appendix A)

describes the period of record for each gage as well as whether the data was recorded on

a monthly or daily basis.

DATA ANALYSIS

Actual Precipitation Data

The weather generator simulates daily rainfall events. Therefore, only the gages

with daily rainfall records were further analyzed for model input. However, the monthly

long-term averages from all eight Arivaca area rain gages were used to plot a relationship

of annual average precipitation versus elevation (Table 2; Figure 9). The result was a
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Table 2. Eight Arivaca area rain gage elevations (msl-ft.) and mean annual
precipitation (in ).

Gage Years of
Record

Elevation
(msl-ft.)

Mean Annual
Precipitation (in.)

Anvil Ranch 1951-1997 2750 12.14
Arivaca 1E 1957-1992 3675 17.47

Honnas 1961-1997 3678 15.55
Keene 1977-1997 3706 19.23

Las Jarillas 1957-1972; 4091 18.83
1984-1997

Regan 1975-1997 3711 17.48
Ruby 1931-1955 4150 19.04

Sasabe 1959-1996 3589 16.85

Figure 9. Mean annual precipitation (in.) vs. elevation (msl-ft.) for eight Arivaca

area rain gages.

Note: The linear regression equation is similar to other studies in southeastern Arizona

(Wissler, 1993; Imler, 1998a; Lane, 1999).
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linear regression equation that is similar to those computed in other studies in

southeastern Arizona (Wissler 1993; Imler 1998a; Lane, 1999).

A t-test was computed on the slope of the linear regression line to determine if a

correlation between precipitation amount and elevation exists. The result of the t-test

(t0.05 < tcomputed, therefore slope = 0) indicated that a correlation does not exist between

precipitation amount and elevation, at 95% significance. This statistic is supported by

Chang (1977) who found that elevation differences less than 500 m (1640 ft) generally

have little effect on rainfall occurrence and magnitude on small watersheds.

Average seasonal rainfall was plotted versus elevation and a linear regression

equation was calculated (Table 3 8z Table 4; Figure 10 & Figure 11). In this case, winter

season includes the months of October through May and summer season includes the

months of June through September. Once again, a t-test was applied to each equation and

the result indicated no correlation between precipitation amount and elevation, at 95%

significance.

After eliminating the rain gages without daily records from further analysis, four

rain gages remained. Two rain gages, Sasabe and Anvil Ranch, were then removed due

to the fact that they are not located within the Arivaca watershed. At this point the

Arivaca lE and the Ruby rain gages remained. Ruby and Ruby 4NVV had a combined 25
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Monthly precipitation vs. Elevation for 6 rain gages in the Arivaca
area (Summer season - Jun thru Sep)

3.0           

y = 0.0007x - 0.3265
•	 R2 = 0.9034   

1.5 	
2500	 3000350Q	 4000	 4500

Elevation (msl-ft)

Table 3. Average summer precipitation (in.) vs. elevation (ft.) for six Arivaca area
rain gages.

Rain Gage Elevation
(ft.)

Jun Jul Aug Sep Summer
Avg.(in.)

1.69Anvil Ranch 2750 0.26 2.57 2.47 1.44
Arivaca 3675 0.43 4.28 3.69 1.85 2.56
Honnas 3678 0.46 4.06 2.84 1.85 2.30
Regan 3711 0.31 3.48 3.50 1.60 2.22
Ruby 4150 0.62 4.36 4.64 1.76 2.85

Sasabe 3589 0.26 3.51 3.38 1.90 2.26

Figure 10. Average summer precipitation (in.) vs. elevation (ft.) for six Arivaca area

rain gages.

Note: The data is derived from the same period of record stated in the previous table.
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y= 0.0002x+ 0.1672
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Monthly precipitation vs. Elevation for 6 rain gages in the

Arivaca area (Winter season - Oct thru May)
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Table 4. Average winter precipitation (in.) vs. elevation (ft.) for six Arivaca area
rain gages.

Rain
Gage

Elevation
(ft.)

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Winter
Avg.(in.)

Anvil
Ranch

2750 0.90 0.50 1.09 0.81 0.73 0.70 0.26 0.18 0.65

Arivaca 3675 1.30 0.80 1.63 1.05 0.94 1.03 0.30 0.17 0.90
Hon nas 3678 0.90 0.50 1.25 0.68 1.03 0.88 0.20 0.07 0.69
Regan 3711 1.20 1.00 1.74 1.44 1.16 1.39 0.41 0.24 1.07
Ruby 4150 0.70 1.10 1.21 1.78 1.25 0.93 0.47 0.14 0.95

Sasabe 3589 1.10 0.90 2.02 1.38 1.45 1.12 0.36 0.17 1.06

Figure 11. Average winter precipitation (in.) vs. elevation (ft.) for six Arivaca area
rain gages.
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years of data (1931-1955) and all records were analyzed in this study as one data set.

Arivaca lE had 36 years of daily rainfall records (1957-1992). Chang (1977) determined

that 25 years was the minimum period of record needed for relatively stable and accurate

estimates of long-term (50-year) precipitation and frequency analysis. A limitation to

comparing the two gages (Arivaca lE and Ruby) was that the periods of record did not

overlap at all. Given that there is a 475 ft. difference in elevation between the two gages,

comparisons would have provided better insight of the relationship between daily rainfall

and elevation. Another factor to note is that the years of record for the Ruby rain gage

are documented to be during an unusually 'dry' period (1930-1960) of time (Dunne and

Leopold, 1978).

Even though the limitation of different time scales existed in the attempt to

compare the Arivaca lE and Ruby rain gage records in terms of daily rainfall, the two

data sets were further analyzed and compared in order to gain some insight and

understanding. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test for equal distributions was applied to

the daily rainfall records for both Arivaca lE and Ruby. A K-S test is a non-parametric

test and Daniel (1978) provides procedures on how to calculate the statistics. The

distributions were determined to not be significantly different (Figure 12).



K-S test: Arivaca (1957-1992) and Ruby (1931-1955)
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Figure 12. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for equal distributions for Ruby and Arivaca

lE daily rainfall data.

Note: The distributions were found to be not significantly different, therefore the
distributions for the different elevations are relatively similar.
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The actual rainfall records for the two gages provided some basic statistics listed

in Table 5. The average monthly precipitation amount, the average number of monthly

precipitation events, and the average size of monthly precipitation events were computed.

The average annual rainfall at Ruby was approximately 1.4 inches greater than the

average annual rainfall at Arivaca 1E. Arivaca had approximately three more

precipitation events per year than Ruby. The average monthly precipitation event size

was calculated by dividing the average monthly precipitation amount by the average

number of monthly precipitation events. Ruby had larger size precipitation events in nine

of the twelve months of the year. Ruby and Arivaca lE had equal size precipitation

events in May and Arivaca lE had greater size precipitation events in July and October.

Extrapolated Rainfall Data

The Nogales weather station data was then collected and compiled in order to

extrapolate the Ruby and Arivaca lE data sets. The Nogales rainfall records overlap in

time with both the Ruby and Arivaca lE records. A regression relationship was

developed for Ruby and Nogales as well as for Arivaca lE and Nogales. The regression

equations were then used to derive precipitation data for Ruby for the years 1957-1992,

and for Arivaca lE for the years 1931-1955. The way this was done was by inserting the

Nogales precipitation data, as the variable x, into the equation for the years that Ruby was

missing the data and the resulting y-value in the equation was the extrapolated Ruby data.

The same procedure was done for Arivaca 1E.



Table 5. Basic statistics for Ruby and Arivaca lE rain gages. Mean monthly
precipitation (in.), mean monthly number of events, and average monthly size of event
(in.) for Ruby (1931-1955) and Arivaca lE (1957-1992) rain gages based on actual
precipitation data.

Month Ruby_mean P Ariv_mean P
(in.)	 (in.)

Ruby_Avg
(# events)

Ariv_Avg
(# events)

Ruby_Avg
size of

event (in.)

Ariv_Avg
size of

event (in.)
Jan 1.39 1.05 4.04 4.44 0.34 0.24
Feb 1.35 0.94 4.4 3.61 0.31 0.26
Mar 0.85 1.03 2.72 4.33 0.31 0.24
Apr 0.40 0.30 1.76 1.83 0.23 0.16
May 0.11 0.17 0.92 1.44 0.12 0.12
Jun 0.64 0.43 2.2 2.00 0.29 0.22
Jul 4.24 4.28 13.04 12.56 0.33 0.34
Aug 4.84 3.69 12.8 11.53 0.38 0.32
Sep 1.75 1.85 5.24 6.22 0.33 0.30
Oct 0.81 1.29 2.96 3.56 0.27 0.36
Nov 1.04 0.82 2.4 2.81 0.43 0.29
Dec 1.48 1.63 4.0 5.00 0.37 0.33

Annual 18.90 17.48 56.48 59.33
Totals
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Once Ruby and Arivaca lE had overlapping data sets due to the extrapolation

technique, some basic statistics were computed. Arivaca lE average annual precipitation

amount was approximately one inch greater than the average annual precipitation for

Ruby. The fact that Ruby is at a higher elevation and that historically Ruby has had more

precipitation then the Arivaca lE gage, created some doubt as to how accurate the

extrapolated data sets represented reality.

The period 1930-1960 was unusually dry according to Dunne and Leopold

(1978). This may explain why the extrapolated Ruby data results in relatively low

average annual precipitation amount. The extrapolated data is based on the relationship

between Ruby and Nogales during that 'dry' period. At this point in the analysis, the

extrapolated data was determined to be unusable because the accurate representation of

historical events is questionable. This led to the use of the stochastic weather generator.

Rainfall Data Selected for CLIGEN Input

The Arivaca lE rain gage records (1957-1992) were selected to serve as the basis

for input to the weather generator model. As determined earlier, Arivaca lE and Ruby

are similar, that is, there is no significant difference due to the 475 ft. elevation change in

tenus of average annual precipitation and average number of events per year. Therefore,

precipitation for the entire watershed could be generated based on the Arivaca lE

statistics.
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CLIGEN, also known as the WEPP weather generator (Nicks et al. 1995), was the

model chosen for this study for the following reasons: it runs on a daily timestep which is

most suitable given the available data records, it is a stochastic weather generator which

means that it randomly generates precipitation events that simulate observed data, and

due to the stochastic nature, it allows future scenarios to be generated and analyzed.

Nicks et al. (1995) provide a detailed explanation of the equations and algorithms for the

various components of CLIGEN. The rainfall stochastically generated by CLIGEN

enhances the utilization of the ARDBSN model for long-term simulations as well as

provides a means to apply the model to areas where precipitation data is limited (Wight,

1987).

Nicks et al. (1995) state that a gamma function is used to represent the daily

precipitation amounts for each month. Figure 13 illustrates that the Arivaca lE data

holds true to the assumption of a skewed normal distribution, also known as a gamma or

log-normal distribution.

A file containing climate stations throughout the United States as well as a file

containing data for climate stations in Arizona accompany the CLIGEN executable
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Figure 13. Gamma function distribution of Arivaca lE daily precipitation data
(1957-1992).

Note: The vast majority of rainfall events are < 1.0 inch.

Fletcher (1960) states that runoff producing events are > 0.90 inches for Walnut Gulch,
Arizona, therefore the majority of rainfall events would not produce runoff using this
assumption.
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program. The CLIGEN State files contain weather station data, which can be found in

greater detail at http://hydrolab.arsusda.gov/nicks/parameters.htm. The CLIGEN State

file for Arizona included the Sasabe weather station, the closest station in the file to

Arivaca in terms of geographic locale. Sasabe is outside the Arivaca watershed and is

located approximately 15 miles southwest of the Arivaca townsite. The elevation at

Sasabe 3590 ft is within 100 feet of the Arivaca lE rain gage elevation 3675-ft.

Data availability and horizontal and vertical proximity to the Arivaca lE gage

made the Sasabe weather station file most suitable to use as the basis for input. Arivaca

lE data replaced the Sasabe data in the CLIGEN file for the mean liquid precipitation

depth (inches) for a day precipitation occurs (by month). This is the value obtained by

taking the average total precipitation for the month and dividing that by the number of

days in which precipitation occurs.

The standard deviation of daily precipitation values (inches) (by month) and the

skew coefficient of daily precipitation value (by month) were not altered from the

original Sasabe data file. The assumption was that the variability in rainfall at Sasabe is

similar to the variability at Arivaca 1E. Figure 14 shows a plot of standard deviation

versus elevation for several rain gages in the Arivaca area (Table 6). The slope of

approximately zero indicates that variability is similar regardless of elevation or location.
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Table 6. Standard deviation of annual precipitation (in.) vs. elevation (ft.) for eight
Arivaca area rain gages.

Rain Gage Elevation (ft.) Annual Std. Dey. (in.)
Anvil Ranch 2750 4.29
Arivaca 1E 3675 4.21

Honnas 3678 3.03
Keene 3706 4.28

Las Jarillas 4091 4.79
Regan 3711 4.4
Ruby 4150 5.96

Sasabe 3589 4.74

Figure 14. Standard deviations of annual rainfall (in.) vs. elevation (ft.), Arivaca
area rain gages.



The method used for generating the number and distribution of precipitation

events per month is a two-state Markov chain (Nicks et al., 1995). Two lines of the

CLIGEN input file are associated with these Markovian probabilities. One line of input

contains values for the probability of a wet day following a wet day (by month). The

second line is the probability of a wet day following a dry day (by month). A wet day is

defined as a day with nonzero precipitation. Probability values are between 0.0 and 1.0

inclusive.

CLIGEN MODEL CALIBRATION

The CLIGEN model was initially run with Arivaca lE values inserted for mean

monthly precipitation while all other values remained the same as the original Sasabe

input file. The model was underpredicting average monthly rainfall amounts as well as

average number of monthly precipitation events. The underprediction of rainfall amounts

was expected due to the conservative nature of the model that does not generate

unusually large events that occur in actual data. In order to calibrate the model, average

monthly precipitation amounts were increased until the output more accurately

represented historical data.

The underprediction of average number of monthly precipitation events was a

result of the two-state Markov chain probability values. The two-state Markov chain

method is responsible for generating the number and distribution of precipitation events.
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This method involves the calculation of two conditional probabilities: the probability of a

wet day following a dry day, and the probability of a dry day following a wet day (Nicks

et al., 1995). The Sasabe rain gage was suspected to be inaccurately representing the

Arivaca area in terms of average number of wet days per year. Therefore, the two

probabilities required for each of the twelve months of the year for input to the CLIGEN

file, wet day given a wet day and wet day given a dry day, were calculated from the 36

years of actual daily rainfall data at the Arivaca lE rain gage. The model was run with

the Arivaca lE probability values and the result was an overprediction of the annual

number of precipitation events. Next, an average of the probabilities from the two

weather stations in the Arivaca area (Arivaca lE and Sasabe) was computed. The model

was run and the resulting number of average annual precipitation events was similar to

the historically recorded data. The averaged probability values (by month) were deemed

most suitable for simulating data and therefore were used in the weather station input file.

A K-S test was applied to the generated and observed data sets. The result was

that the precipitation event size distributions were found to be not significantly different.

This means that the model generated data with a similar distribution as the actual data.

Once the model was calibrated to generate reasonably accurate daily rainfall data for the

Arivaca area, the CLIGEN output then served as the rainfall input to the hydrologic

model, ARDBSN.
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HYDROLOGIC MODEL PRECIPITATION INPUT

An input file was assembled for seven subwatersheds in the larger Arivaca area

watershed. A number of field elements comprise each subwatershed. Each field element

areal size was designed to be approximately between 1.0 and 2.0 mi 2 . This was based on

the diagram for estimating the distance between rain gages as a function of the 2-year 24-

hour and 2-year 1-hour rainfall (Hershfield, 1965). Osborn et al. (1972) found that a

"network of gages located at 1.5-mile intervals is necessary to correlate adequately the

thunderstorm rainfall and runoff for watersheds of 10 mi 2 or more" at Walnut Gulch.

Fletcher (1960) studied precipitation characteristics on Walnut Gulch and found that 80%

of storms occupy areas less than 4.5 square miles. Mills and Osborn (1973) concluded

that gages spaced approximately 8 miles apart on the rangeland areas of southeastern

Arizona can be considered independent when air-mass thunderstoiiii rainfall is measured.

The rainfall (inches) for the 2-yr 24-hr and 2-yr 1-hr events, for the Arivaca, Arizona

area, were obtained from Dunne and Leopold (1978). Therefore rainfall input for each

field is considered independent of the other fields.

For this study, it was decided to run a 20-year hydrologic model simulation.

Thus, 20-year daily rainfall data was generated for each field element in each

subwatershed. CLIGEN generates different data sets by a random seed function. The

CLIGEN input file used to generate rainfall for this analysis can be found in Appendix B.

An example of a CLIGEN output file is located in Appendix C. The procedures used to

rearrange the rainfall values from CLIGEN output file into the proper format for the
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ARDBSN input file were developed by Bob Czaja of the Advanced Resource

Technology Group, The University of Arizona, and are provided in Appendix D.

Development of GIS Database

The required input parameters for the ARDBSN hydrologic simulation model

were obtained via Geographic Information Systems (GIS), except for precipitation input

that was generated by a weather simulation program. The GIS derived inputs included

general topographic characteristics based on a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), including

subcatchment properties and routing sequence, soil properties based on State Soils

Geographic (STATSGO) database, vegetation data based on the Arizona Gap Analysis

Vegetation Map (Bennett et al., 1998) and a stock pond map. The methodologies for

extracting each of the required parameters as well as preparing them for input to the

hydrologic model are described in this section.

The methodology used in this study was (1) gather precipitation data from which

to calibrate rainfall input, (2) compile topographic, soils, land-use, and pond data from

which to derive all necessary input parameters, (3) delineate subwatersheds to route flow

to the recharge zone, and to (4) delineate drainage areas behind stock ponds. The

precipitation analysis process required actual daily rainfall data for the study area as did

CLIGEN, the weather generator program chosen for this study. The other three steps

required GIS ArcInfo and GRID modules, as well as digital DEM, soils, land-use, and
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pond data. The attributes of each GIS coverage utilized in this study were vegetation

type, pond capacity, soil texture, and k-factor. The SPUR Users Guide tables (Wight,

1987) and the Curve Number table (Maidment, 1993) were used to assign hydrologic

properties values to soils and land-use data.

A twenty-year hydrology simulation was run for each subwatershed. The input

was derived from precipitation generated data and GIS topographic and hydraulic data.

The output from the model of importance for this analysis was channel runoff for the

most downstream channel in each subwatershed. The years 1970-1989 were arbitrarily

defined in the output file to be the years of simulation. They are not related to the actual

hydrologic data for those years of record.

Characterization of Watershed

The distributed-parameter model, ARDBSN, requires a number of input

parameters. The parameters can be divided into categories consisting of topography,

soils, land-use, ponds and precipitation. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) was a

logical candidate to serve as the spatial data analysis and manipulation tool necessary to

obtain the majority of input parameters. Parameters unavailable for the Arivaca area

were estimated by tables, such as those found in Part II Chapter 6 of the SPUR Users

Guide Manual (Wight and Siciles, 1987) and Maidment (1993), nearby Walnut Gulch

experimental watershed data, and expert opinion.
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TOPOGRAPHIC

A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was the source from which the subwatershed

and channel configurations were derived. Minimal smoothing was applied to the DEM

data, from which flow direction and accumulation maps were derived using standard GIS

techniques (ESRI, 1999). An Arc Macro Language (AML) program was created which

automates the creation of subcatchments within a given watershed, in a form required by

ARDBSN (subws.aml; Miller, 1998; Appendix E).

Routing sequences and geometric characteristics were extracted from the

subdivided watershed elements (Figure 8) and input to the ARDBSN model. The average

slope for each channel in the subwatershed was calculated as the elevation difference

between segment ends divided by the total stream segment length. An AML was created

which used the DEM as well as the subwatershed polygon map to calculate the modified

USLE length-slope (LS) factor for each field in the subwatershed. A copy of this AML

(1s.aml) can be found in Appendix E.

SOILS

As previously stated, the watershed is subdivided into a series of upland, lateral,

and channel elements (also referred to as "fields"). For modeling purposes, each field
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must be linked to a channel (Wight and Siciles, 1987). An upland field drains into the

upstream end of a channel while a lateral field drains into an adjacent channel.

Soil properties for each field were derived from the STATSGO soils map. An

AML which uses a look-up table concept to convert the STATSGO 'layer' info file to a

number of hydrologic modeling parameters was employed (texture.aml; Miller, 1999;

Appendix E). The soil property values used in this AML to generate parameter values

are based on Wight and Siciles (1987). To prepare the STATSGO data for this ANIL,

necessary attributes were added based on soil texture, including bare soil evaporation,

porosity, 1/3 and 15 bar soil moisture retention, and saturated hydraulic conductivity

(Ksat).

In STATSGO, each map unit (MUID) can have multiple components and each

component can have multiple layers. The decision was made to only use the dominant

texture for each soil layer for each soil type within an MUID. The decision was also

made to consistently divide the soil layers into the same depths for all areas. Therefore,

the values associated with the dominant texture within each soil layer (0-3", 3-6", 6-15",

15-24", 24-33", 33-42", 42-51", 51-60"; where " = inches) were assigned to that layer.

Thus, soil property values were weighted by horizon as well as depth.

To obtain the percentage of each soil association in each field, the soils and fields

coverages were intersected, and the resultant coverage geometric data were output to a
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spreadsheet. The area of each MUID in a certain field was divided by the total area of

the field, resulting in the percent of that MUID in that field element. This percentage was

then multiplied by the soil property values previously calculated for the respective soil

associations (MUIDs) and the values summed to obtain one weighted value for each soil

parameter in each field for each of the eight soil layers. The soil parameters calculated in

this way were porosity, 1/3 and 15 bar soil moisture retention, and Ksat. These values

were input to the ARDBSN parameter input file. The bare soil evaporation factor was

calculated in a similar fashion, however this parameter only applies to the surface texture

and therefore was not calculated for each of the eight soil layers.

CURVE NUMBER

Two GIS theme layers, specifically soils and vegetation, were required to create a Curve

Number (CN) map from which a CN for each field element was derived. The Arizona

Gap Analysis vegetation data (Bennett et al., 1998) based on Brown and Lowe (1980),

was applied to this study because it covers the extent of the study area, and it contains

sufficient detail to enable a differentiation between grassland and woodland communities.

The STATSGO soils database contains the soil hydrologic group for each MUID, of

which area-weighted values were obtained for the fields. A Curve Number look-up table

for Antecedant Moisture Condition (AMC) II (Table 7; Figure 15) was devised that

linked the land cover type and the hydrologic soil group to associated Curve Number

values based on "fair" hydrologic condition (30-70% cover, Imler, 1998b) (Table 5.5.1d,

p. 5.28, Maidment 1993).



Table 7. Curve Number map lookup-table based on Maidment (1993) table 5.5.1d,
p. 5.18.

Soil Groups
Land Cover Type HSG-A HSG-B HSG-C HSG-D

Code 1 2 3 4
1 Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mesquite 55 72 81 86
2 Encinal Mixed Oak-Mesquite 55 72 81 86
3 Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mixed

Scrub
55 72 81 86

4 Semidesert Mixed Grass-Yucca-
Agave

55 72 81 86

5 Encinal Mixed Oak N/A 48 57 63
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Figure 15. Curve number map derived from soils and vegetation maps.
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The soils and vegetation coverages were converted to GRIDs based on their

hydrologic soil group and vegetation. An AML was developed which created a Curve

Number map based on the soils grid code and the vegetation grid code and Curve

Number values in the look-up table. A copy of this program (cn_map.aml) can be found

in Appendix E. The average Curve Number values for each field were then added to the

input file.

PONDS

The ARDBSN input file requires six pond parameters: pond-id, pond report #, full

pond area, full pond volume, initial pond volume, and pond hydraulic conductivity.

Estimates of each parameter were obtained from expert opinion and applied as initial

input to the model.

GIS was used to create a point coverage with the locations of the ponds. Two

data sources for stock pond locations were combined in this study. One was a database

from the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR), and the second a set of

topographic maps with marked stock pond locations provided by the U.S. Forest Service

Nogales Ranger District, both of which were brought into GIS as point coverages. Pima

County Technical Services personnel digitized the stock tanks as points to the quarter-

quarter-quarter section location provided in the ADWR database. Corresponding

attributes such as 'use' and 'quantity' of each stock tank were added to the point
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coverage. The USFS provided volume estimates for a few of the stock tanks in the area

(Thwaits, 1999).

For one simulation scenario in this study it was assumed that ponds never

overflowed. In this case, estimates of the effects of surface storage on downstream runoff

and channel losses were examined by removing the areas that drain into the ponds from

the subwatershed areas, re-running the model with the new area values, and then

comparing the output results. The input file for simulation with stock tanks differs from

that without stock tanks in that the field areas contributing to downstream runoff have

decreased due to the removal of the field areas that drain into stock ponds. An AML

(storage_area.aml; Appendix E) was developed to create a map of the storage area behind

stock ponds in each subwatershed. The AML program requires the pond point coverage

as well as a flow direction GRID. Table 8 contains a list of GIS derived ARDBSN input

parameters and the associated GIS data sources.

Modeling Analysis

Seven subwatersheds were delineated within the greater Arivaca Creek watershed.

Five subwatersheds are located south of Arivaca Creek and two are located north of the

Creek. All subwatersheds were routed to the new alluvium. The new alluvium area was

derived from the Pima County GIS database (DOTLIS) from the geology coverage. The

geology map was based on Keith and Theodore (1975). The Qal (new alluvium) area on

the map comprises the present day floodplain of Arivaca Creek. This was the portion of



Table 8. ARDBSN input parameters and the data sources for each.
Parameter Units GIS Layer Type Source

Precipitation inches N/A CLIGEN weather generator

Topographic

acres

miles

percentage

Subwatershed

Subwatershed

Subwatershed

Channel

LS_subws

Polygon

Polygon

Polygon

Line

GRID

GRID

DEM

DEM

DEM

DEM

DEM

OEM

Number of fields

Number of channels

Area of fields (acres)

Length of channels (miles)

Modified USLE LS factor

Average slope of channel

Soils

(in/day)'2

(in/in)

(in/in)

(in/in)

(in/hr)

(in)

Soils

Soils

Soils

Soils

Soils

Soils

Soils

Polygon

Polygon

Polygon

Polygon

Polygon

Polygon

Polygon

STATSGO info file 'layer' item 'kfact'

SPUR Manual Table 6.4

SPUR Manual Table 6.6

SPUR Manual Table 6.6

SPUR Manual Table 6.6

SPUR Manual Table 6.4

Soil erodibility (k) factor

Bare soil evaporation

Porosity

1/3 bar

15 bar

Sat, hydraulic conductivity (Ksat)

Soil layer depth

Curve Number

Curve Number Polygon Soils and VegetationField minimum curve number

Ponds

(acres)

(acre-feet)

(acre-feet)

(in/hr)

Allponds Point S.A. = (Full pond volume * 3) / 10 feet

Estimates from USFS Personnel &
ADWR database

50% of full pond volume

Estimates provided in other studies on
stock ponds in Arizona

Surface Area (acres)

Full pond volume (ac-ft)

Initial pond volume (ac-ft)

Pond hydraulic conductivity
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the watershed where groundwater recharge to the aquifer was assumed to take place. The

aquifer was believed to coincide with the area of the geology map that is labeled Older

Alluvium.

Once all precipitation, topologic, soils, curve number, and stock pond parameters

were determined, a 20-year hydrologic model simulation was run for each of the seven

subwatersheds. The output values for channel runoff at the channel outlet to the alluvium

(i.e., the most downstream channel) were of interest to illustrate the difference between a

simulation with and without stock ponds.

Three different scenarios were modeled for each of the seven subwatersheds:

(1) no stock ponds (2) stock ponds that retain 100% of inflow and (3) routing flow

through stock ponds to allow for instances of spillage.

SCENARIO ONE

First, a 20-year ARDBSN simulation was run with no stock ponds in the

subwatersheds. The model output associated with this scenario will be used to compare

the other scenarios in order to assess the effects of surface storage on downstream

potential recharge. The annual channel runoff volume (ac-ft) to the new alluvium was

computed by multiplying the model ouput for channel runoff (feet) by the subwatershed

area (acres).
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SCENARIO TWO

Second, a 20-year ARDBSN simulation was run with all stock ponds in the

subwatersheds as if they retained 100% of inflow. The second modeling scenario has

three parts. All three parts assume ponds and reservoirs do not spill. Therefore the

drainage areas behind the surface storage structures were subtracted from the

subwatershed areas applied in scenario one. Scenario two looked at the effects of ponds,

the lake, and the combination of ponds and lake. The seven subwatersheds are shown in

Figure 16 and the stock ponds and lake locations are shown in Figure 17. The

calculations of runoff volumes for the 3 parts of scenario two listed above were as

follows:

Ponds = E Ro for 7 subwatersheds w/o ponds — E R o for 7 subwatersheds w/ ponds

Lake = E Ro for 7 subwatersheds w/o ponds - E Ro for 2 subwatersheds behind lake

Ponds + Lake = E Ro for 7 subwatersheds w/o ponds - E Ro for 5 subwatersheds w/ ponds

Where: Ro = channel runoff (ac-ft)

The average annual channel runoff to the new alluvium was computed by

multiplying the runoff (feet) by the subwatershed area (acres) to get a runoff volume in

units of acre-feet. To simulate the hydrologic effect of stock ponds on downstream
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Figure 16. Arivaca watershed and the seven subwatersheds used in analysis.
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Figure 17. Arivaca Creek watershed ponds and drainage areas behind ponds.
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runoff, the areas draining into the ponds were subtracted from the original subwatershed

area. Scenario two was based on the assumption that the stock ponds do not overflow.

Clark (1988) did a pond limnology study in Texas and stated that in marginally arid

areas, such as south Texas, impoundments (ponds which intercept surface runoff) rarely

get enough inflow to cause them to overflow, and the evaporation rate is high. Imler

(1998b) also made this assumption in southeastern Arizona based on field observation.

In order to verify this assumption that stock ponds do not overflow, several

procedures were pursued. One was a spreadsheet calculation of a pond water balance

which was run with a daily timestep for one year, precipitation (inches) was the same as

was used for ARDBSN input, and ET was calculated using the average monthly

temperature from the ARDBSN input file and applying the Thornthwaite equation

(Dunne and Leopold, 1978) to calculate average monthly ET in cm and converting it to

ac-ft/day.

ET = 1.6 E 10Ta/Ir,

Where: ET = potential evapotranspiration in cm/mo.

Ta = mean monthly air temperature (°C)

I = annual heat index = S {Ta/5]' 5

a = 0.49 + 0.01791— 0.000077112 + 0.00000067513
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Runoff (inches) was calculated using the Soil Conservation Service Curve (SCS)

Number (CN) method, with a CN = 85; Ia = 0.35 inches, where:

S = (1000/CN) — 10

S = (1000/CN) — 10 = 1.76

Ia = 0.2S = 0.35 inches

Ri (inches) = (P — 0.2S) 2 / (P + 0.8S), if P > Ia, else Q = 0.

Runoff (inches) was multiplied by acres and divided by 12 in/ft to get units of ac-ft.

Next, runoff in (Ri) was calculated as the Q (ac-ft) minus the field ET (ac-ft). Ri (ac-ft)

is the volume of water that runs into the pond. Sat' is the initial storage of the pond

before adding Ri (ac-ft) for the day. Sat is the final storage of the pond after adding Ri to

Sat' and then subtracting pond seepage and pond evaporation. Pond seepage was

calculated by multiplying 0.02 ft/day by surface area (acres) of the pond. The value 0.02

ft/day was found in the literature as a typical pond seepage rate (Almestad,1983). Pond

evaporation was calculated by dividing 6 ft/yr. by 365 days/yr. = 0.0164 and then

multiplying that by the surface area (acres) of the pond. The value of 6 ft/yr. was found

in the literature to be the open water evaporation rate in Southeastern Arizona (Dunne

and Leopold, 1978). Ro (ac-ft) is the volume of runoff that flows out of the pond. The

spreadsheet calculation based on a drainage area of 138 acres and a full pond capacity of

2.0 ac-ft, with a surface area of 0.2 acres, showed that no outflow occurs during the year.

Three winter outflow events did occur, but this may be due to the fact that rainfall

intensity that varies between summer and winter storms in southeastern Arizona, was not
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taken into consideration. A lower intensity winter storm may not produce runoff,

whereas a high intensity summer storm of the same size may.

A second attempt to verify the assumption that ponds do not overflow constituted

running the ARDBSN model with one upland field draining into a single pond.

Implementing drainage area and pond capacity values suggested by Imler (1998), where

the ponds did not experience spillage on an annual basis. An ARDBSN input file was

created that contained one field with an area of 30 acres, which drains into a 1.5 ac-ft

pond. After the model was run, the output results show that the pond does not experience

spillage (overflow) during the summer months except in 4 out of 20 years (20% of the

time). The pond experiences spillage during the winter months in 10 out of 20 years.

The winter outflow may be a function of the ARDBSN model poorly representing events

caused by low intensity but high depth rainfall (Stone et al., 1986), which is characteristic

of southeastern Arizona winter rains.

SCENARIO THREE

The third scenario had the same three parts as scenario two, however the design

was different from scenario two. In the third modeling scenario, flow was routed through

the ponds and lake so that given sufficient inflow to the ponds, spillage would occur. The

simulation routed flow through all stock ponds with a drainage area greater than 30 acres.

Ponds with a drainage area less than 30 acres were subtracted from the subwatershed area

based on the analysis stated above. All ponds with drainage areas greater than 30 acres
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were added as input to the ARDBSN file as pond elements at the end of channels and

given estimated values of surface area, full and initial pond capacity, and pond hydraulic

conductivity.

The third modeling scenario called upon the pond program in ARDBSN to route

flow through the ponds rather than remove all drainage areas behind ponds. This

simulation consisted of re-configuring the subwatersheds so that each pond was an outlet

to a channel. The same rainfall data was applied to the subwatersheds that were applied

in the first two scenarios. This provided consistency in terms of input so that output

could be compared in order to assess the effects of ponds on downstream recharge

potential. To verify that the pond program was working properly, the output file was

examined to insure that runoff from the channel was equal to inflow to the pond at the

end of the channel.

Scenario three provides somewhat of a middle ground between the first two

scenarios. It was expected that the first scenario, with no ponds or reservoirs would

produce the largest amount of runoff volume to the recharge zone. At the other extreme,

it was suspected that the scenario that simulates all ponds and reservoirs retaining all

inflowing water would produce the minimum amount of water available for downstream

potential recharge. The model output used to estimate potential recharge volumes was

the channel runoff that was routed to the younger alluvium in the watershed. The
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subwatershed design for routing was based on the assumption that the younger alluvial

material is hydrologically connected to the aquifer and therefore conducive to recharge.

The full pond capacity values were obtained via the ADWR database and hence

inherent in the stock pond coverage digitized by Pima County Technical Services

personnel. The U.S. Forest Service Nogales Ranger District Coronado National Forest

professionals provided additional estimates.

Initial pond capacity was computed as 50% of full pond capacity and pond

hydraulic conductivity was determined to be 0.02 in/hr based on a stock pond study in

Arizona by Almestad (1983), who used a range of 0.0, 0.02, and 0.05 ft/day.

The Fortran code in the pondfm.for file was modified by changing the open pan

coefficient to 0.9 instead of 0.6 (Stone, 1999), which enabled the simulated pond

evaporation values to fall within range of the estimated open water evaporation for

southeastern Arizona which is approximately six feet per year (Dunne and Leopold,

1978; Frasier, 1985).

First, the three modeling scenarios were run for each of the seven subwatershed

areas. Then, a Lake subwatershed was created to complete the analysis. The Lake

subwatershed refers to the combination of Cedar and Chimney subwatershed areas, which

constitute the area behind Arivaca Lake. This analysis enables examination of possible
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effects of a reservoir, with 1000 ac-ft in storage, on the volume of potential recharge as

well as on the downstream riparian habitats.

The analysis consisted of comparing the model simulation values for channel

runoff between the three scenarios. The input for the model simulation with ponds

differed from the one without ponds in that all drainage areas behind ponds were

subtracted from original watershed area. The resulting decrease in contributing area

routing flow to the recharge zone provided a means to estimate the effects of stock ponds

on downstream potential recharge volume.

In continuing to assess the effect of internal storage in the watershed on the

recharge potential of the watershed, the drainage areas above the ponds were calculated.

The hypothesis is that if the area behind storage is greater than 15% of the total

subwatershed area, than it may be significant in reducing water yield to the alluvium.

Table 9 lists all stock pond elements used in the third modeling scenario, routing

flow through ponds, and the estimated pond dimensions for each. Note that the drainage

area to capacity ratio was computed to compare values with previous southeastern

Arizona stock pond investigations (Langbein et al., 1951; Imler, 1998). In the seven

Arivaca area subwatersheds, the total number of stock ponds with a drainage area greater

than 30 acres was 18, with an estimated total capacity 283 ac-ft, and a total drainage area

of 13.5 mi2. Note that the total number of ponds in the GIS ponds coverage within the
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Table 9. Stock pond dimensions for six subwatershed in Arivaca Creek Watershed.

Subws

Name

Pond

Number

Capacity

(ac-ft)

Drainage
Area
(ac)

Surface
Area
(ac)

Drainage
Area/Capacity ratio

(ac/ac-ft)
Cedar 1 2.84 160.58 0.85 56.54

Chimney 1 4.50 97.02 1.35 21.56
2 2.00 63.42 0.60 31.71

Oro Blanco 1 2.22 53.25 0.67 23.99
2 3.28 78.72 0.98 24.00
3 2.06 33.73 0.62 16.37
4 0.92 36.80 0.28 40.00

Yellow Jacket 1 1.62 336.64 0.49 207.80
2 0.47 1274.00 0.14 2739.78
3 0.40 136.58 0.12 341.45
4 203.00 59.46 60.90 0.29
5 20.00 1348.52 6.00 67.43
6 20.00 829.63 6.00 41.48

Fraguita 1 8.84 212.03 2.65 23.99
2 8.13 195.14 2.44 24.00
3 1.60 38.34 0.48 23.96
4 0.77 1165.20 0.23 1513.25

Amigo 1 0.28 83.58 0.84 298.50

Note: Stopes subwatershed did not have any ponds with drainage area > 30 acres,
therefore no pond routing scenario was simulated.

Note: Surface area (acres) = [Capacity (ac-ft) * 3]! 10 ft.

Note: Several of the stock pond capacities were calculated by using Imler's (1998)
recommendation of 24 ac/ac-ft drainage area to capacity ratio.

Langbein et al. (1951) found stock-water reservoirs with a capacity less than 9 ac-ft/mi 2

would spill at some point during the year.

Therefore when the drainage area to capacity ratio is less than approximately 70 ac/ac-ft,
no spillage will occur.



Arivaca watershed area was more than 220. The ponds not included in the modeling

scenario three were either (a) not within one of the seven modeled subwatersheds or (b)

had a drainage area less than 12 hectares. The lake has an estimated total capacity of

1000 ac-ft, a surface area of 100 acres, and a total drainage area 12.83 mi 2 .

Curve Number Input Sensitivity Analysis

A Curve Number sensitivity analysis was performed on each of the seven

subwatersheds for all three modeling scenarios. The analysis consisted of running the

ARDBSN model with eleven different Curve Number values for each field of input, that

span from 5 units less than the original Curve Number value to 5 units greater than the

original CN value, with an increment of one. The analysis provided a range of percent

water yield reduction due to ponds and the lake to the downstream potential recharge as

effected by Curve Number input.

The average runoff depth (ft.) for each subwatershed based on a 20-year

simulation was multiplied by the corresponding subwatershed area (acres) to compute a

runoff volume (ac-ft). The runoff volume reaching the potential recharge zone was

computed for each of the three scenarios described in the previous section. In addition,

the percent water yield reduction was calculated for each of the eleven CN variations in

order to address the influence of CN input on the effects of ponds, the lake, and the

combination of ponds and the lake.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As stated previously, the objectives of this study were to hydrologically

characterize the Arivaca Creek Watershed in order to estimate volumes of potential

groundwater recharge to the aquifer with and without the factor of stock ponds.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effect on groundwater

recharge of the many stock ponds and one lake in the Arivaca Creek Watershed. Due to

limited hydrologic (runoff) data for the study area, a hydrologic simulation model was

selected to facilitate the analysis. The ARiD BaSiN (ARDBSN) model, developed by the

USDA-ARS-SWRC, Tucson, (Stone et al., 1986) was selected due to its applicability to a

wide range of conditions (Renard, 1988). Renard (1988) suggested the SPUR model for

predicting inflow to a small impoundment. SPUR is the predecessor of ARDBSN.

However, Renard (1988) did not mention using the SPUR model to predict the water

balance of the pond, the outflow, or pond routing in general. This study utilizes the pond

program in the ARDBSN model to route flow through ponds located throughout the

watershed.

The model ARDBSN also was applicable to this study because the required input

values could be obtained for the ungaged Arivaca watershed by assembling historical

precipitation records and by utilization of Geographic Information Systems. Several

parameters were estimated based on nearby Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed,
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Arizona, input values that have been previously implemented for modeling runoff by the

USDA ARS-Southwest Watershed Research Center. Table 10 contains ARDBSN input

parameters, the data sources, and example values applied to this study. The input and

output values to the ARDBSN model have English units. Appendix F contains some

basic conversions from English units to Metric units.

The analysis contained the following assumptions: the younger alluvial material

represented the recharge zone in the watershed, available stock pond locations and

volume estimates are accurate, and all input parameters not obtainable from Arivaca area

data were based on nearby Walnut Gulch Experimental watershed data.

GIS greatly facilitated this analysis by providing a means to spatially characterize

the hydrological components of the watershed. All necessary model parameters were

derived for seven subwatersheds and were input to seven separate data files. The

hydrologic model was then run for each file. Three scenarios were examined to assess

the effects of internal surface storage structures on downstream recharge potential within

the watershed. The detailed description of each scenario can be found in the previous

section under the heading "Modeling Analysis".
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Table 10. ARDBSN input parameters, data sources, and example values.

Input Parameter Data Source Example Value

First year of simulation Arbitrary 1970
Number of years of simulation Arbitrary 20
Number of channels in network Varies 2

Number of crops in basin Arbitrary 1
Basin area (mi2) Varies 5

Mean annual rainfall (in) NOAA Data 1957-1992 Arivaca lE 17.47
Mean annual runoff (in) Walnut Gulch Watershed Data File 0.262

Fraction of field capacity in initial storage Walnut Gulch Watershed Data File 0.2
Regression coefficients Walnut Gulch Watershed Data File cl, c2, c3, c4, c5

2.75, 0.2, 0.05, -0.2, 4.5
CHANNELS

Channel length (mi.) DEM — subws.aml 2.0
Channel width (ft) Walnut Gulch Watershed Data File 13.60

Channel width at outlet (ft) Walnut Gulch Watershed Data 17.00
Channel hydraulic conductivity (in/hr) Expert Opinion (Stone, 1999) 2.0

Channel slope DEM 0.012

PONDS
Full pond area (acre) ADWR data & USFS estimates 0.15

Full pond volume (ac-ft) ADWR data & USFS estimates 1.50

Initial pond volume (ac-ft) Arbitrary 50% of full pond
volume

Pond hydraulic conductivity (in/hr) Almestad (1983) 0.02

Number of soil layers Arbitrary 8

FIELDS

Field area (acres) Subwatershed polygon coverage 800

Field minimum curve number Soils and Vegetation maps 85

Field return flow time Expert Opinion (Stone, 1999) 1000

USLE soil erodibility factor (kfact) STATSGO soils database 0.178

USLE crop management factor (c ) SPUR Users Manual 0.45

USLE erosion control practice factor

(p)

SPUR Users Manual 1.0

USLE slope length & steepness factor
(LS)

DEM Varies

Soil evaporation parameter (in/day112) Soil texture cross-walked with SPUR Table
6.4

0.15

Soil layer porosity (in/in) Soil texture cross-walked with SPUR Table
6.6

0.335

Soil layer water at .3 bar (in/in) Soil texture cross-walked with SPUR Table
6.6

0.184

Soil layer water at 15 bar (in/in) Soil texture cross-walked with SPUR Table
6.6

0.079

Soil layer saturated conductivity
(in/hr)

Soil texture cross-walked with SPUR Table
6.4

0.368

Soil layer depth (in) Arbitrary 3,3,9,9,9,9,9,9

CLIMATE
Temperature and Radiation Records Walnut Gulch Watershed Data File

Rainfall record CLIGEN stochastic generator



Hydrologic Evaluation of the ARDBSN Model

Renard's (1970) breakdown of the hydrologic components of Walnut Gulch

estimates that 16.7% of annual precipitation contributes to onsite runoff and the

remaining 83.3% infiltrates. Onsite runoff is further divided into evapotranspiration and

groundwater recharge. Table 11 contains the Arivaca output data for channel runoff,

infiltration, and channel losses, as percent of average annual precipitation for the seven

subwatersheds both with and without pond drainage areas being taken into consideration.

Note that the sum of channel runoff and channel losses equals onsite field runoff.

Also, the above data are for each of the seven subwatersheds and are the average values

for 20 years of model simulation. The average percent runoff for fourteen subwatersheds

is 13.44% (channel runoff + channel losses) and the average percent infiltration =

86.56%. The infiltration percentage is slightly greater than Renard's values for Walnut

Gulch (83.3%), however the proportions of the various components are quite similar,

which is a good indication that the model is effectively simulating the hydrology of the

Arivaca Creek watershed. The percent runoff is slightly less for the Arivaca study than

for the Walnut Gulch study (16.7%). However, given the similarity in percentages of

each hydrologic component for Walnut Gulch and Arivaca, it may follow that 7.3% of

annual precipitation in Arivaca ends up as groundwater recharge as estimated for Walnut

Gulch by Renard (1970). Table 11 shows that ARDBSN differentiates channel losses

from channel runoff, which was not the case in a few of the previous studies assessing the
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Table 11. Arivaca hydrologic components produced by ARDBSN for seven
subwatersheds and their corresponding watershed configuration with the factor of
stock ponds.

Subws Area
(acres)

Avg. Pcp.
(in.)

% Runoff % Infiltration % Chnl losses

Cedar 4691 20.37 11.54 84.59 3.88

Cedar_sm 4531 20.37 11.59 84.59 3.88
Chimney 3533 19.62 11.72 84.66 3.57

Chimney_sm 3360 19.64 11.76 85.13 3.16

Oro Blanco 5344 20.44 9.78 87.48 2.74

Oro Blanco_sm 5082 20.44 9.69 87.48 2.84

Yellow Jacket 4275 20.69 7.93 87.19 4.93

Yellow Jacket_sm 155 17.84 7.34 89.46 3.20

Fraguita 4819 20.31 7.58 90.30 2.12

Fraguita_sm 1000 19.6 11.53 85.36 3.11

Amigo 2470 19.86 12.79 83.79 3.42

Amigo_sm 2373 19.9 12.81 83.67 3.52

Stokes 5338 20.33 9.44 89.08 1.48

Stokes_sm 5304 20.33 9.44 89.08 1.48

Average of 14 simulations 19.98 10.35 86.56 3.09

Note: Subws_sm stands for the subwatershed with a smaller contributing area due to
removal of drainage areas behind stock ponds.
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effects of stock ponds on the hydrology of watersheds (Lovely, 1976; Almestad, 1983).

Figure 18, based on the data found in Table 12, follows the findings of Sauer and Masch

(1969) that as mean annual runoff depth increases, the effect of ponds on water yield

reduction decreases.

The analyses of the hydrologic components simulated by ARDBSN for the

Arivaca watershed, supports the contention that the model was producing reasonable

estimates of channel runoff. The next step was to apply the runoff volume output by the

model to estimate the effects of ponds and the lake on downstream potential recharge.

Evaluation of Pond-Lake Results

The ARDBSN model was run for each of the seven subwatersheds for three

scenarios: (1) no ponds, (2) ponds and no spillage, and (3) ponds with spillage. The

corresponding areas of each subwatershed for all three modeling runs were then

multiplied by the average annual channel runoff outputs. This calculation provided a

volume (ac-ft) of water routed to the recharge zone. The effects of (1) all ponds (2) the

lake and (3) all ponds and the lake, on the Arivaca watershed were assessed using the

modeling scenarios mentioned above.
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Figure 18. Average annual runoff depth (in.) for seven subwatersheds vs. percent
water yield reduction due to ponds, for two modeling scenarios.

Note: As runoff depth (in.) increases, the percent water yield lost to downstream
potential recharge decreases. This follows the findings of Sauers and Masch (1969) that
found that as annual runoff depth (in.) increased, percent water yield reduction,
decreased.
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Comparisons between the three modeling scenarios as well as between

subwatersheds are made using the results described above. Next, a lake subwatershed

was created in order to assess its impact on downstream potential recharge. ARDBSN

was run for the lake subwatershed file simulating scenario three, routing flow through

ponds and lake. An estimate of potential downstream recharge volume retained by the

lake for scenario two was calculated by adding up the values for channel runoff volume

for the two subwatersheds (Cedar and Chimney) that comprise the lake subwatershed.

Once the impacts of the ponds as well as the lake were determined, an assessment was

made as to the effects of both the ponds and the lake within the watershed.

PONDS

The modeling results for runoff volume for each subwatershed, both with and

without stock ponds, no spillage (100% retention) and possible spillage (pond routing),

are listed in Table 12. The area of each of the seven subwatersheds, the percent of each

subwatershed area behind storage, the volume of runoff to the recharge zone without

stock ponds, the volume of runoff to the recharge zone with stock ponds, and the average

annual water yield reduction due to stock ponds are contained in Table 12. The last

column in Table 12 was computed by the following equation:

Water yield reduction (%) = [(Ro w/o ponds — Ro w/ ponds)/ Ro w/o ponds] x 100
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The water yield reduction refers to the difference in runoff volume with and

without stock ponds divided by the runoff volume without stock ponds. The seven

subwatersheds that were analyzed for this paper show that stock ponds experiencing no

spillage, decreased the runoff volume by 0.63% to 96.4%. Stock pond simulation

allowing for spillage to occur decreased the mean annual runoff volume by an average of

6.73%, ranging from 0.63% to 34.74%.

Figure 19 illustrates that stock ponds decrease the volume of runoff to the

recharge zone on an annual basis. The 20-year annual average runoff volume without

stock ponds in the scenario was 724 ac-ft, compared to 566 ac-ft with the factor of stock

ponds (no spillage). The pond routing scenario (spillage) resulted in 20-year annual

average runoff volume of 674 ac-ft.



Potential recharge volume (ac-ft) with and without ponds -
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Figure 19. Average annual runoff volume with and without the factor of stock
ponds for seven Arivaca area subwatersheds.

Note: The average volume without ponds approximated 724 ac-ft, th
and no spillage was 566 ac-ft, and the average volume of runoff for
spillage) was 674 ac-ft.
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LAKE

Table 13 contains the output values for modeling scenario three in which flow

was routed through ponds in the Cedar and Chimney subwatersheds and then to the lake

and through the lake. The lake parameters were initialized with the same values as all

other ponds in terms of initial volume (50% of full capacity), hydraulic conductivity 0.02

in/hr, and surface area (full capacity multiplied 3 and then divided by 10 feet).

The model output for channel runoff (in.) equals the inflow (ac-ft) to the lake.

This was verified by multiplying the channel runoff (in.) by the contributing area

(8214.24 ac), and dividing by 12in./ft. Lake outflow is 9% of the inflow, indicating that

the lake retains 91% of inflowing water. Inflow is mainly lost to evaporation and

seepage. Seepage may reappear downstream and therefore contribute to potential

recharge. Table 13 shows that the average annual lake evaporation was estimated to be 4

feet per year. This value seems low for southeastern Arizona, where lake evaporation has

been documented as approximately six feet per year (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). The

average seepage of 10 feet per year falls within ranges found in the literature (Langbein

et al., 1951; Smith, 1974; Almestad, 1983), but may be on the high side for a lake that

would supposedly experience no seepage when built (Arizona Game & Fish Department,

1997). If consideration of lake outflow is limited to summer months (June through

September), the average outflow volume is reduced to 55 ac-ft per year, which means the

lake retains more than 96% of inflow. The lake routing modeling scenario estimates a
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Table 13. Lake output from modeling scenario three that involved pond routing.

Year Rainfall
(ac-ft)

Inflow
(ac-ft)

Outflow
(ac-ft)

Evap
(ac-ft)

Seepage Storage
(ac-ft)	 (ac-ft)

Jun-Sep
Outflow
(ac-ft)

Channel
Runoff

(in.)

1970 41.34 1125.52 0.00 291.59 733.08 5649.40 0.00 1.64
1971 44.10 1578.38 320.70 338.16 875.49 6827.68 42.26 2.31
1972 73.05 1575.65 0.00 429.61 1057.17 8506.01 0.00 2.30
1973 51.78 1280.51 0.00 433.43 1065.19 8304.98 0.00 1.87
1974 51.77 1628.78 160.20 410.60 1030.04 8080.40 160.20 2.38
1975 51.50 1393.21 0.00 385.97 974.28 7776.39 0.00 2.04
1976 54.13 1728.76 351.98 421.95 1066.81 8230.85 0.00 2.53
1977 73.11 1911.72 359.42 465.30 1158.63 9468.08 305.76 2.79
1978 56.63 1497.22 0.00 427.53 1047.76 8470.20 0.00 2.19

1979 49.62 970.64 0.00 335.62 885.99 6847.38 0.00 1.42

1980 51.57 1358.51 0.00 386.59 943.09 7462.56 0.00 1.98

1981 56.24 1337.35 9.24 415.14 1012.51 7943.79 9.24 1.95

1982 43.19 1343.18 0.00 328.55 827.16 6565.10 0.00 1.96

1983 48.01 1305.31 13.05 419.31 1065.42 8540.27 0.00 1.91

1984 49.73 1204.58 0.00 373.93 930.70 7290.22 0.00 1.76

1985 73.99 2659.66 971.74 440.43 1099.33 8915.84 403.11 3.89

1986 71.02 2025.15 440.26 481.71 1208.27 9673.39 187.75 2.96

1987 66.86 1301.37 0.00 422.09 1047.48 8262.58 0.00 1.90

1988 53.43 1085.20 0.00 387.75 959.26 7396.43 0.00 1.59

1989 51.60 1444.44 0.00 379.28 952.07 7559.07 0.00 2.11

Avg. 55.63 1487.76 131.33 398.73 996.99 7888.53 55.42

(ac-ft/yr.)
Avg. 0.56 14.88 1.31 3.99 9.97 78.89 0.55

(ft/yr.)
Avg. 6.68 178.53 15.76 47.85 119.64 946.62 6.65 2.17

(in/yr.)
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value of 1488 ac-ft for average annual inflow. This estimated value is greater than the

1038 ac-ft water right of the lake.

Table 13 shows that outflow from the lake occurred in 8 out of 20 years of

simulation, with two of those outflow amounts less than 15 ac-ft per year. Basically,

appreciable outflow occurred in 6 out of 20 years (3 times every 10 years). This may be

slightly higher than actual observations by local residents, but is fairly close.

PONDS AND LAKE

The simulation results are as to be expected, namely that stock ponds and the lake

do indeed decrease the volume of downstream water yields. The volumes of runoff (ac-

ft) that were routed to the alluvium for the entire watershed area (seven subwatersheds),

for each of the three modeling scenarios are listed in Table 14, along with the difference

in runoff from the scenario with no surface storage and the percent loss in water yield

reduction due to surface storage.
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Table 14. Volume of runoff reaching recharge zone for three modeling scenarios
assessing the effects of ponds and the lake in terms of water yield reduction as a
percent of the model run simulating the absence of surface storage structures.

Scenario Storage Type Vol. Channel
Runoff

reaching the
Recharge Zone

(ac-ft)

A = Vol. Lost
Due to

Storage (ac-ft)

% lost
(A / 5066.14 ac-ft)

1 No ponds or lake 5066.14
2 Ponds + lake 2400.80 2665.34 52.6
2 Ponds 3948.12 1118.02 22.1
2 Lake 3470.33 1595.81 31.5
3 Ponds + lake 3276.66 1789.48 35.3
3 Ponds 4850.97 215.17 6.7
3 Lake 3601.66 1464.48 28.9

The estimated volume of water available for potential recharge without any ponds

or reservoirs is 5066.14 ac-ft based on an average annual rainfall of 20 inches. The three

variations of surface storage in scenario two range in percent water yield reduction from

22% to 52%. The greatest percent loss (52%) was experienced when all ponds plus the

lake eliminated flow to downstream areas. The lake itself reduces potential recharge

volume by 31.5% whereas all ponds reduce flow by 22%.

The three parts of scenario three show a range in percent loss from 6.7% to

35.3%. The greatest percent loss (35.3%) occurred when all ponds plus the lake had flow

routed through them to the downstream recharge zone. Routing flow through the lake

itself reduced volume of water yield by 28.9%, whereas routing flow through all ponds

and no lake reduced flow by 6.7%.
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Scenario three, which routed flow through the ponds, resulted in less water yield

reduction due to ponds than scenario two, which removed all ponds and associated

drainage areas from hydrologic simulation (100% retention). The reason for the greater

amount of runoff from scenario three is that ponds were allowed to overflow if the

rainfall and runoff conditions permitted. Based on the model output, the ponds did

experience spillage throughout the 20-year simulation, thus contributing to downstream

water supply.

Modeling scenarios two and three consisted of a total watershed area of 48 mi2 ,

with 28, 27, and 54 percent area above surface storage (ponds, lake, and ponds plus lake,

respectively), and 21, 42.5 and 77.8 ac-ft/mi 2 storage capacity per area above surface

storage. The percent water yield reduction due to ponds and the lake are listed in

Table 15 for scenarios two and three as they compared to scenario one (absence of ponds

and lake).

Table 15. The effects of surface storage structures (ponds and lake) on downstream
recharge potential in the Arivaca watershed (based on seven subwatersheds).

Storage type Study
Area Size

(rni2)

Area Above
Storage

(% of Total)

Storage
Capacity
per Area

Above
Storage

(ac-ftimi2)

Scenario 2:
Reduction in

Potential
Recharge due

to Storage
(%)

Scenario 3:
Reduction in

Potential
Recharge due

to Storage
(%)

Ponds 48 28 21 22.1 6.7

Lake 48 27 42.5 31.5 28.9

Ponds + Lake 48 54 77.8 52.6 35.3
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Due to the spatially distributed rainfall input, the reduction in potential recharge

due to storage (%) is not linear to the area above storage (%). For example, in scenario

two, 28% of the watershed is in storage behind ponds, which reduce the potential

recharge to the system by 22.1%. This indicates that the areas behind ponds contribute

22.1% of the downstream runoff in the scenario without ponds.

The reduction in runoff to the alluvium due to ponds in this study was estimated

to be 22% with no pond spillage and 6.7% when routing was simulated through the

ponds. These percentages are similar to Almestad's (1983) who found 6-23% reduction

in streamflow on the Beaver Creek Experimental Watershed, using a computer model

hydrologic simulation. Also, Imler (1998) using computer model simulation estimated a

19.62% reduction in streamflow due to stock ponds in southeastern Arizona where it was

assumed ponds had no spillage.

This (Arivaca) study has found the percent reduction in streamflow due to stock

ponds to be greater than Lovely (1976). One reason may be that the storage capacity per

area above reservoirs is much greater for this study than Lovely's. This would allow a

larger amount of water to be stored throughout the watershed when given sufficient

rainfall and runoff inflow.

The reduction in runoff to the recharge zone due to the lake was approximately

30% for both modeling scenarios two and three. The closeness in percent reduction
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indicates that for a reservoir with a storage capacity of 1000 ac-ft, outflow is minimal and

infrequent over the long-term.

The reduction in downstream recharge potential due to the combination of ponds

and the lake is 52% for scenario two and 35% for scenario three. The difference is a

direct reflection of the difference in the pond routing simulation described above. The

difference is a function of the model routing flow to the pond elements, filling the ponds

(more inflow than evaporation and seepage), and the ponds overflowing and contributing

to the downstream channel runoff.

Referring back to previous studies listed in Table 1, the 48 square mile study area

in Arivaca is one of the smallest in size, with others ranging from 18-9,100 square miles.

The area above storage in Arivaca ranges from 27-54% which is over three times the

percent of area draining to stock ponds in Young's (1994) study using the Walnut Gulch

Experimental Watershed statistical properties. However, the percent of area behind

storage in Arivaca is similar to the studies by Lovely (1976), Culler (1961), and Dubrueil

and Girard (1973), while it is less than Kennon (1966) and Frickel (1972).

The storage capacity per area above storage ranges from 21-77.8 ac-ft/mi 2 in

Arivaca. This is the sum of storage volume for all subwatersheds and the sum of

drainage areas of all subwatersheds. These values are within the range of those computed

in previous studies. Langbein et al. (1951) found that ponds with capacity to drainage
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area ratio less than 9 ac-ft/mi 2 would spill at some point. The values mentioned above

and listed in Table 15 are a composite of subwatershed values, which actually span a

much wider range of values. Table 9 shows that of the eighteen pond elements routed by

the model, five have drainage area to capacity ratios that exceed 70 ac/ac-ft. Outflow is

much more likely for these ponds. Ponds with drainage area to capacity ratios greater

than 9 ac-ft/mi 2 , most likely will not spill, and if they do it will be infrequently. A future

research recommendation would be to find the "break-point" in the model for the

drainage area to capacity ratio at which ponds experience no spillage.

A breakdown of results for the seven subwatersheds in the same format as Table 1

can be found in Table 16. The subwatershed areas are much smaller than previous study

areas. The corresponding areas above storage as a percent of total area, capacity to

drainage area ratio, and percent water yield reduction due to modeling scenarios two and

three are supplied for each subwatershed. These results may provide insight to the

impact of surface storage within each subwatershed and its effect on the entire watershed.



Table 16. The effects of stock ponds on downstream recharge potential in the
Arivaca watershed for seven subwatersheds.

Subwatershed Study Area
Size (km2)

Area Above
Storage

(% of Total)

Storage
Capacity
per Area

Above
Storage

(ac-ft/mi 2)

Scenario 2:
Reduction in

Potential
Recharge

due to
Storage (%)

Scenario 3:
Reduction
in Potential
Recharge

due to
Storage

(%)
Cedar 19 3.42 11.36 1.37 0.85

Chimney 14 4.89 26.00 5.30 1.23
Oro Blanco 22 4.91 26.84 5.86 3.62

Yellow Jacket 17 96.38 39.43 96.4 34.74
Fraguita 20 79.24 7.68 69.54 12.81
Amigo 10 3.94 2.14 3.56 1.00

* Stopes 22 0.63 N/A 0.63 0.63

* Stopes subwatershed did not have any pond elements that were routed by the model,
therefore pond capacity to area above storage was not computed. All ponds in Stopes
subwatershed had drainage areas less than 30 acres, and therefore were not routed in
model scenario three, but rather removed assuming no spillage would occur.
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Curve Number Input Sensitivity Analysis

A Curve Number sensitivity analysis was performed on each of the seven

subwatersheds for all three modeling scenarios. The analysis consisted of running the

ARDBSN model with eleven different Curve Number values, ranging from —5 to 5,

where zero represents the original table Curve Number value for each field of input. The

analysis provided a range of percent water yield reduction due to ponds and the lake as

influenced by Curve Number input.

PONDS

As expected, increasing the Curve Number values resulted in an increase in runoff

volume to the potential recharge zone and decreasing the Curve Number values resulted

in a decrease in runoff volume (Figure 20). Table 17 contains the water yield reduction

(%) due to ponds for eleven simulations based on the previously mentioned range of

Curve Number input values. The range of percent water yield reduction due to ponds for

scenario two is 21.8-22.2%. For scenario three, the estimated effect of ponds on

downstream potential recharge ranges from 5.0-7.8%. The percent water yield reduction

is computed by the equation:

[(Scenario 1 Ro volume — Scenario 2 Ro volume) / Scenario 1 Ro volume] * 100,

where scenario 3 runoff volume (Ro) is substituted for scenario 2 to obtain corresponding

values.
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Figure 20. Runoff volume (ac-ft) routed to the potential recharge zone for a range
of Curve Number input values.
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Table 17. Curve Number sensitivity analysis results on the effects of ponds and the
lake on downstream potential recharge.

Water Yield Reduction %
Ponds Lake Ponds + Lake

CN Scen.2 Seen. 3 Seen. 2 Seen. 3 Scen.2 Seen. 3
-5 22.2 7.8 31.7 30.8 52.5 38.1
-4 22.1 7.5 31.7 30.5 52.4 37.6
-3 22.0 7.1 31.6 30.1 52.3 37.0
-2 22.0 6.9 31.5 29.7 52.2 36.4
-1 22.0 6.8 31.6 29.4 52.3 35.9
0 22.1 6.7 31.5 28.9 52.3 35.3
1 22.1 6.2 31.5 28.3 52.3 34.2
2 21.8 5.8 31.4 27.4 52.2 33.0
3 21.9 5.5 31.4 26.4 52.2 31.8
4 21.7 5.2 31.5 25.1 52.3 30.3
5 21.8 5.0 31.5 23.6 52.3 28.7

Note: The variation among values in each column for scenario two is likely a function of
rounding values throughout the calculations. Overall, for the modeling scenario in which
ponds and lake retain 100% of inflow, the impact of the surface storage structures
remains constant even when CN input values are varied.



LAKE

To estimate the effect of Curve Number input values on the inflow and outflow

volumes experienced by the lake, eleven model simulations were run including all values

five units below and five units above the original CN value, as well as the original value.

The results contained in Table 18 and Figure 21 show that the volume of lake inflow and

outflow are indeed effected by Curve Number values and that a decrease in CN input

results in a decrease in inflow and outflow volume.

Figure 22 illustrates the range in water yield reduction (%) estimated by the series

of simulations with a span of CN input values. The figure is based on data in Table 17

and the range of percent water yield reduction due to the lake is 31.5-31.7% for scenario

two and 23.6-30.8% for scenario three.

PONDS AND LAKE

Table 17 contains the ranges, in percent water yield reduction due to ponds and

the lake, for both scenarios two and three. For scenario two, the simulation in which all

areas behind ponds were removed as if ponds retained 100% of inflow, the relative

impact on downstream runoff remains constant (52%) when CN input values are varied.

Scenario three (routing flow through ponds allowing for possible spillage) provides a
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Table 18. Volume of Lake inflow and outflow volumes (ac-ft) as a function of CN
input values.

Lake
ON Inflow (ac-ft) Outflow (ac-ft)

-5 1027.44 31.97
-4 1100.98 42.91
-3 1182.25 58.97
-2 1273.02 77.19
-1 1374.21 101.9
0 1487.76 131.33
1 1614.2 175.63
2 1755.85 242.19
3 1903.49 326.77
4 2080.3 448.94
5 2292.67 613.35

Figure 21. Volume of lake inflow and outflow for a range of CN input values.
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Figure 22. Range in water yield reduction (%) due to the lake for varying CN input
values for modeling scenario 3.
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range of percent water yield reduction due to ponds and lake as influenced by CN input

values.

Figure 23 shows water yield reduction (%) as a function of CN input values.

Figure 24 contains the potential runoff volume to the recharge zone as a function of CN

input value. Notice in both figures the curve appears to level off from the original CN

input value (CN = 0) to the lower CN values. The portion of the curve based on

increasing CN input values is more curvilinear in form. The differences in the parts of

the curve below and above the original CN value indicate that greater spillage is

occurring with higher CN values and that surface storage capacity may be realized at, or

slightly below, the original CN input value. The flattening of the curve suggests that

downstream runoff is directly a function of the varying CN input values and that minimal

spillage is taking place.

Increasing the Curve Number input values decreases the percent water yield

reduction. The reasoning is that once the surface storage structures have filled to full

capacity, spillage occurs and the ponds and lake are no longer retaining increasing

amounts of water.
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Figure 24. Runoff volume (ac-ft) to the recharge zone as influenced by CN input
values.



Effective Retention

Effective retention (ER) is a term used in the water rights adjudication process

and is described by Young (1994) to be the volume effectively retained divided by the

total possible retention volume. The volume effectively retained is the difference

between runoff with ponds and runoff in the absence of ponds.

Effective retention values for six subwatersheds in the Arivaca area are listed in

Table 19. The ER values range from 2.29 to 66.5 for scenario two, with an average of

15.31; and 0.38 to 11.32 for scenario three, with an average of 2.95. Young (1994) found

maximum effective retention of stock ponds on Walnut Gulch to vary from 0.15 to 0.38.

Hughbanks (1983) calculated ER to be 87% (ER = 0.87) for the Beaver Creek

Experimental Watershed in north-central Arizona. Culler (1961) studied the effects of

surface storage on hydrology in Wyoming and found ER to be 31% (ER = 0.31) in the

driest year and 108% (ER = 1.08) in the wettest year, with an average of 70%. Peterson

(1962) calculated ER to be 11-25% in a study in Lordsburg, New Mexico. Dubreuil and

Girard (1973) computed ER to range from 26-57% for their study in Brazil.

Young (1994) reviewed a number of studies on stock ponds, small reservoirs, and

flood control structures, and found most to have an effective retention of impoundments

less than total storage capacity (ER =< 1.0) of all impoundments in the study area. The
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analysis of the ER for the Arivaca subwatersheds finds that in all but two instances the

ER is greater than 1.0, indicating that stock ponds are retaining more than their full

capacity on an annual basis.

Table 19. Effective retention (ER) values for seven subwatersheds in Arivaca for
modeling scenarios two and three.

Subwatershed Tot. Possible
Vol. of Ponds

(ac-ft)

Scenario 2
Vol. Effectively

Retained
(ac-ft)

ER
Scenario 3

Vol. Effectively
Retained

(ac-ft)

ER

Cedar 2.84 12.58 4.43 3.95 1.39

Chimney 6.50 35.92 5.53 2.45 0.38

Oro Blanco 8.48 52.20 6.16 27.75 3.27

Yellow Jacket 245.49 563.26 2.29 97.05 0.40

Fraguita 19.34 430.07 22.24 75.45 3.90

Amigo 0.28 18.63 66.52 3.17 11.32

Stopes N/A 5.36 N/A 5.36 N/A

Lake 1000 48.50 0.05 1359.47 1.36

The ER decreases as the total possible retention increases. Note that more ponds

exist within the seven subwatersheds than were taken into account when doing the ER

calculations. The stock ponds not taken into consideration were those with drainage

areas less than 30 acres, which was the criteria to determine which ponds to route the

flow through for modeling scenario three. Therefore, the ER values listed in Table 19

should be considered maximum values of effective retention.
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Stock Pond Density

Young (1994) listed stock pond density for four modeling runs using the

Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed data. Density was calculated as:

[Cumulative volume of ponds (ac-ft) / rainfall area (acres)] * 1000

The four values for the Walnut Gulch modeling scenarios were 2.45, 2.57, 2.65, and 4.93.

Table 20 contains stock pond density values for seven subwatersheds in the

Arivaca area. The values range from 0.11 to 57.42, with an average of 9.4. The Yellow

Jacket subwatershed has an extremely high density compared to the other subwatersheds.

This is due to one of the ponds in the Yellow Jacket subwatershed has a full capacity

estimated as 200 ac-ft. In addition, two 20 ac-ft ponds are located in this subwatershed.

The average density for the watershed, when removing the Yellow Jacket subwatershed

value and dividing by 6 instead of 7, is 1.36. The density of ponds in the Arivaca

watershed is most likely comparable to the density of ponds in other rangeland

watersheds of similar size, but more investigation is needed.

Table 20. Stock pond density in six Arivaca area subwatersheds.

Subwatershed Cum. Pond Vol.
(ac-ft)

Surbwatershed Area
(acres)

Density of Ponds
(Vol.! Area) * 1000

Cedar 2.84 4691.2 0.61

Chimney 6.5 3532.8 1.84

Oro Blanco 8.48 5344 1.59

Yellow Jacket 245.5 4275.2 57.42

Fraguita 19.34 4819.2 4.01

Amigo 0.28 2470.4 0.11

Stopes N/A 5337.6 N/A



As mentioned previously, keep in mind that more ponds exist within the seven

subwatersheds than were taken into account when doing the density calculations. The

stock ponds not taken into consideration were those with drainage areas less than 30

acres, which was the criteria to determine which ponds to route the flow through for

modeling scenario three. Therefore, the values of stock pond density with a

subwatershed are conservative and should be considered the minimum density values.
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Discussion

One limitation to this analysis is that the precipitation data generated by the

CLIGEN program was based on the statistics of 36 years of actual rainfall data (1957-

1992) from the Arivaca lE rain gage. Whether or not this period of record is

representative of current or future precipitation will be a factor as to the relevance of the

model's runoff output values to current or future scenarios.

The CLIGEN average annual rainfall output values for the majority of the

watersheds was approximately 20 inches, which is approximately 2.5 inches greater than

the observed Arivaca annual rainfall amount. This was due to the stochastic simulation.

Therefore the annual runoff volumes output by the model may be overestimated, whereas

if less rainfall occurred over the watershed, the runoff volumes may decrease.

Osborn et al. (1993) calculated that for a 630-hectare watershed in southeastern

Arizona, modeled runoff peaks and volumes were generally overestimated by using

spatially uniform representation of rainfall. The authors continued to state that "runoff

producing rainfall usually is restricted to only portions of the subwatersheds and not

evenly distributed within those areas." This could be a factor in the Arivaca analysis,

however the procedure used which generated independent rainfall events for each field

ranging in area from 1-2 mi 2 , was an attempt to minimize this potential error.
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A limitation to the parameter values derived from GIS is that the spatial data is

somewhat generalized and more detailed soils data and land-use data could improve

parameter value estimates to better simulate what truly exists in the field.

The stock pond capacities were estimated by various sources. A limitation is that

the capacities may be incorrect. If capacities were smaller, runoff to the alluvium may be

more. Likewise, if capacities were larger, runoff to the alluvium may be decreased.

Stock pond configuration and associated drainage areas are on the conservative side,

meaning if they were "snapped" (SNAPPOUR command, ESRI, 1999) to the nearest

stream channel, drainage areas would be larger. However, stock pond locations were

unchanged from the original point data coverages because the original digitized point

locations matched more closely with the 7.5 minute topographic map locations provided

by the USFS than the "snapped" point locations.

A limitation is that the locations of the stock ponds were digitized to the nearest

1/4-V4-1/4 section and therefore were within a 10-acre area, of which the exact location of

the pond was unknown. Suggestions would be to GPS the exact locations of stock ponds

and create a point coverage as well as field measure the depths and surface areas of the

ponds. Another possibility would be to use aerial photography to better estimate pond

shape and size.
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The scenario that assumes ponds do not overflow, may exclude the possibility that

the ponds to some degree may contribute to downstream potential recharge by

infiltration, seepage and occasional overflow. On the other hand, livestock (10 gal/day;

Almestad, 1983) and wildlife consumption were not taken into consideration as a

withdrawal from the pond because they are considered negligible compared to

evaporation and seepage losses (Renard et al., 1987). Limited data in terms of

precipitation and runoff, prevented calibration of the model. Hence, the output values are

more on a relative scale than a quantitatively accurate scale. A recommendation to

enhance the output of the ARDBSN model would be to collect streamflow

measurements, at one or more of the subwatershed outlets, in order to calibrate the model

with concurrent precipitation measurements.

The reason that winter runoff events were output by the model may be because

ARDBSN poorly represents extreme events or events caused by low intensity but high

depth rainfall (Stone et al., 1986). Winter events that have a lower intensity than summer

events, were being simulated with daily rainfall totals as were the summer events by

ARDBSN. Failing to differentiate between summer and winter rainfall intensities may

cause an overestimation of winter runoff volume. Young (1994) states that 99% of

precipitation events that produce runoff in southeastern Arizona, occur during the

summer. Errors in runoff calculation are especially dangerous near the threshold of

runoff, that is, in low runoff and low rainfall situations (Hawkins, 1975).
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The channel hydraulic conductivity value was initialized as 2.0 in/hr, which is

described as a moderate to high loss rate in the SPUR Users Manual Table. A high loss

rate means high transmission losses in the stream channels, hence a reduction is channel

runoff at the outlet of the subwatersheds. A lower hydraulic conductivity value would

likely increase the volume of channel runoff at the subwatershed outlets.

This study shows that stock ponds capturing overland flow significantly

diminished the potential recharge volume from the system (or each subwatershed).

Because of the high curve number, geology of the land areas, and upstream channels

being granite, bedrock, shale (impervious), the overland flow was routed to the alluvial

potential recharge zone and the amount of transmission losses in the upland channel beds

were relatively low.

The ARDBSN pond program seemed to underestimate pond evaporation even

with increasing the pan coefficient to 0.9 from 0.6. Therefore, the pond routing results

may be considered conservative in terms of amount of water evaporated and lost to

downstream recharge potential. An increase in pond evaporation would decrease runoff

to the recharge zone, thereby increasing percentage of water yield reduction due to stock

ponds.
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Young (1994) simulated individual storm events to detelinine what events are

most and least affected by the presence of stock ponds. He states that any rainfall event

that results in less than 10% of the watershed production being retained could be

considered insignificant, due to the limits of measurement accuracy with respect to

watershed production and stock pond volume.

This study, on the Arivaca watershed, simulated 20-years of hydrologic events to

determine average annual effects of ponds on downstream water supply. The results for

the Arivaca analysis find the water yield reduction due to the presence of stock ponds to

be greater than 10% for two of the seven subwatersheds for both modeling scenarios two

and three. For the entire watershed, the percent retention due to ponds was 22.1% for

scenario two. The values computed for Arivaca when applying Young's 10% condition

mentioned above to assess the effects of ponds on a long-term series of events, suggest

that stock ponds have a significant effect on downstream water supply.

When considering the lake and the ponds as total surface storage throughout the

watershed, the percent reduction was 35% and 52% for scenario two and three,

respectively. On a subwatershed scale, impacts of ponds vary greatly in terms of water

yield reduction (0.63-96.4% - scenario two; 0.63-34.74% - scenario three) and may be

more or less significant for different subwatersheds. On the whole, surface storage seems

to have a significant effect on the hydrology in the Arivaca watershed.
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Lovely (1976) determined that stock ponds reduced water yield by 2.6-10.7% on

the Beaver Creek Watershed in Arizona. He found the greatest decrease occurred in the

driest year of the four years studied. The simulated runoff totals (ac-ft) produced by

Lovely (1976) for four years of data on the Beaver Creek Experimental Watershed in

Arizona, for runs both with and without ponds, range from 1043 to 5607 ac-ft with ponds,

and 1168 to 5756 ac-ft without ponds. The study area size, the percent area behind

storage, and the number of small ponds, were similar to this Arivaca study. The

differences between the Beaver Creek and the Arivaca studies are that (1) snowmelt is a

factor in precipitation at Beaver Creek, whereas it is insignificant in Arivaca, and (2) the

ratio of pond capacity to area drained is much less at Beaver Creek. Simulated 20-year

average annual runoff totals (ac-ft) for the seven subwatersheds comprising the Arivaca

watershed, sum to 5066 ac-ft. On the subwatershed scale, the values range from 523 to

919 ac-ft for scenario one (no ponds). For scenario two, total watershed runoff to the

recharge zone is 3948 ac-ft ranging from 21 to 906 ac-ft between subwatersheds. For

scenario three (routing flow through ponds), 4851 ac-ft total runoff volume was

estimated, ranging from 487 to 915 ac-ft between subwatersheds. Thus, the simulated

runoff totals (ac-ft) fall within the range of values estimated by Lovely on a similar size

watershed.

The greater percent reduction due to ponds calculated for Arivaca compared to

Beaver Creek may be a function of higher pond evaporation experienced in Arivaca

corresponding to higher temperatures throughout the year. In addition, the pond capacity
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to drainage area ratio is greater for Arivaca, causing a larger percentage of runoff to be

retained by ponds and thus lost to downstream water supply. In the Lovely (1976) study,

snowmelt would also more likely fill the ponds quickly resulting in a smaller percentage

of runoff to be retained by ponds and consequently lost to downstream water supply.

Reduction in water yield for Lovely (1976) averaged 163 ac-ft/yr. Note that the

amount (volume) lost is relative to the amount produced, meaning the least difference in

volume can be the greatest percent difference. Reduction in water yield for Arivaca

totaled 1118 ac-ft for scenario two and totaled 215 ac-ft for scenario three, when only

considering ponds. Factoring the lake into the total surface storage in the watershed, the

volume of runoff retained and therefore lost to the potential recharge zone increases.

The Curve Number input sensitivity analysis provided some insight to the range

of values, in terms of percent water yield reduction due to ponds and the lake, as

influenced by varying CN input values. Curve Number input values do affect the volume

of runoff reaching the potential recharge zone. In general, the greater the Curve Number

the greater the volume of downstream runoff. Likewise, decreasing the CN values results

in a decrease in downstream runoff. However, the relative impact of ponds and the lake

on downstream recharge potential, as influence by CN input values, does not seem

significant. A range of values, for water yield reduction (%) due to ponds and lake, was

calculated based on a series of simulations with a range of CN input values. The range of
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percent water yield reduction is relatively narrow and the original CN input values

applied as the basis for this study seem to be the optimal values.

Long-time residents have noticed a gradual decrease in streamflow throughout the

watershed. The construction of the Arivaca Lake dam in 1970, coupled with

development in the watershed, constitute the major land-use changes effecting the

hydrology over the past few decades. Personal observations by local residents have

suggested that the vegetation in the cienega area is a factor affecting the streamflow. In

the summer, when the vegetation is in full bloom and significant amount of rainfall

occurs, streamflow is low. After the monsoon season and as the temperatures begin to

drop, the mass of vegetation decreases, rainfall is infrequent, and streamflow increases.

Renard et al. (1964) studied the influence of riparian vegetation on local aquifers in the

Walnut Gulch watershed and estimated the ratio of the decline in water surface during the

growing season compared to the dormant season as five to one.

Keppel and Renard (1962) concluded that, "for Walnutgulch watershed, water

entering the channel alluvium as transmission loss may contribute to the regional water

table, or, as is probably the case at Walnutgulch watershed, it may be dissipated by direct

evaporation or by transpiration by riparian vegetation." This statement may apply to the

future destiny of the water that has reached the recharge zone, beyond stock ponds and

reservoirs.
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The results of this study, the estimated rates (volume/year) of recharge, could be

used to calculate a simple mass balance equation for the Arivaca area similar to the

Sonoita Valley study (Naesar and St. John, 1996) to assess a safe yield density for the

area. For example, the model output, in tell	 is of volume of channel runoff that flows to

the recharge zone, could be considered input to the system. This input, balanced against

withdrawals from the system (pumping, consumption), could be used to assess whether or

not a deficit exists in the water budget for the watershed. Knowledge of the various

components of the water balance may facilitate future land use and planning decisions.

ARDBSN is an effective tool to estimate the effects of surface storage on

downstream runoff volume and thereby potential recharge to the groundwater aquifer.

GIS is a useful tool for obtaining topographic and hydraulic parameters for model input.

The technique used in this study could be applied to other areas, given that daily

precipitation as well as digital data is obtainable for the study area of interest. The

CLIGEN stochastic weather generator enabled daily precipitation events to be generated

for many subwatersheds to simulate the independent and random nature of storm cells in

southeastern Arizona. Long-term daily rainfall data was needed to compute statistics for

Arivaca area rainfall so that the CLIGEN generated rainfall could be calibrated to re-

produce long-term precipitation representative of the observed Arivaca rainfall statistical

values.
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CONCLUSIONS

Summary

This study presents the result of estimating the relative effect of stock ponds on

downstream recharge potential. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) greatly facilitated

this analysis by providing a means to spatially characterize the physical, biological and

hydrological components of the watershed. The ARDBSN model was used to provide

estimates of downstream runoff. The estimated runoff volumes for each watershed for

both conditions (with and without stock ponds) indicate that stock ponds do have an

impact on downstream potential recharge. The effects of stock ponds on potential

groundwater recharge within the watershed were estimated by utilizing the ARDBSN

hydrologic simulation model for a small semi-arid rangeland watershed in southeastern

Arizona, coupled with the CLIGEN stochastic weather generator and GIS.

This study estimates that between 35% to 52% of annual potential recharge is lost

due to stock ponds and lake. The actual volume of potential recharge that is lost due to

ponds and lake, falls within a range 1790 to 2650 ac-ft. The range of volumes of

potential recharge that is available for recharge given the various surface storage

scenarios (two and three, respectively) is 2400 to 3300 ac-ft.

Curve Number input sensitivity analysis showed that the relative impacts of the

ponds and the lake are not greatly affected by changing the CN input value within a range

of five greater than or less than the original book derived value. Therefore, the estimates
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of percent water yield reduction due to ponds, the lake, and pond and the lake are

relatively stable.

The percent area above storage in the Arivaca watershed is greater than 25% and

the percent of annual potential recharge lost due to surface storage is greater than 30%.

This seems to indicate that ponds and the lake have a significant impact on available

potential groundwater recharge in the watershed.

Management Implications

Surface storage retention and lack of seepage and overflow from the lake may

affect riparian habitat along Arivaca Creek if the amount of water reaching those

downstream areas decreases. The vegetation, such as cottonwoods, that have shallow

roots and therefore require a shallow water table to obtain water may experience stress if

the groundwater table drops on a continual basis. Wildlife species that rely on the riparian

areas would also be affected by changes in the water supply to the system.

To estimate future surface water and groundwater supply situations, the output

from the model can be used in a water balance equation as input to the system. The

input, volume of water reaching the recharge zone, can then be offset by the amount of

water withdrawn from the system through pumping as well as hydrologic phenomenon

such as evaporation and transmission losses incurred as the flow travels along Arivaca
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Creek toward the watershed outlet. A water balance surplus or deficit may be evident

when considering various situations.

The seven subwatersheds were found to have a large range of values for total

area, area behind storage, total pond capacity, and amount and percent of runoff that was

lost to downstream water supply due to ponds. The range of values provides insight as to

the actual effects of size and number of ponds on the hydrology of the watershed. In

terms of livestock grazing and maintaining a surface water supply for the cattle, the

subwatersheds that contained ponds but experienced lesser effects on downstream water

supply, could be used as examples for pond location, drainage area size, pond capacity,

and density of ponds, to best manage the available water supply. Imler (1998) did a study

that contains more detailed physical pond characteristics analyses, from which best

management decisions and practices can be based.

The Curve Number input analysis provided insight as to the implications of land-

use changes on downstream runoff in the watershed. For example, if grazing would no

longer occur on the land, the CN would decrease due to an increase in vegetative cover.

The increase in vegetative cover would reduce downstream runoff possibly as much or

more than the factor of stock ponds.
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Future Research Recommendations

More studies should be done to better understand the impact of surface storage

structures such as small ponds and larger reservoirs on the downstream potential recharge

in a small basin. The Arivaca area analysis could be improved by measuring streamflow

at the outlet of one or more of the subwatersheds, in order to have runoff data to calibrate

the model. Also, monitoring and computing the water balance of small ponds would

provide better insight as to the amount and frequency of pond outflow. Empirical data

such as volume and surface area of lake, inflow, outflow, and evaporation, could be

collected to determine the amount of seepage occurring to better assess the impact of the

lake on downstream recharge potential as well as riparian habitat surface water supply. If

a significant amount of seepage does occur, not all lake "losses" are totally lost from the

system, rather they will show up again downstream or in the groundwater aquifer. If a

significant amount of seepage does not occur, then the only contribution of the lake to

downstream water supply would be when outflow occurs at the spillway. This is

believed to happen about once every 5 or 6 years. Also, the event size and corresponding

occurrence interval for which the lake would spill could then be estimated by computer

simulation.

Groundwater studies could facilitate quantifying the amount of water that actually

reaches the aquifer compared to the amount that reaches the younger alluvial area. Also,

groundwater studies could be implemented, using isotope tracers, to determine the source
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of water that is reaching the recharge zone as well as the source of the water that is

reaching the aquifer.

To further capitalize on GIS as an effective tool for deriving input parameters, the

acquisition of higher resolution soils, vegetation, land-use, and Digital Elevation Model

data may improve the accuracy of ARDBSN model parameter input. Theoretically this

would enhance model output values. Daily precipitation measurements collected at a

greater number of sites, varying in elevation and horizontal location, throughout the

watershed would provide better insight to spatial and temporal variability of rainfall. The

more representative that the precipitation input is of the area being modeled, the more

representative the model output will be of the area.



APPENDIX A
PRECIPITATION DATA

Table A-1. Available precipitation records (annual totals - in.) for Arivaca Area.

Date Honnas Arivaca Keene Regan Las
Jarillas

Ruby Anvil
Ranch

Sasabe

1931 34.09
1932 19.34
1933 18.75
1934 19.88
1935 25.55
1936 19.47
1937 14.99
1938 18.29

1939 17.58

1940 27.32

1941 22.84

1942 12.9

1943 13.76

1944 30.37

1945 14.42

1946 18.28

1947 13.15

1948 11.34

1949 16.7

1950 11.81

1951 22.96 11.15

1952 22.65 11.84

1953 10.12 5.45

1954 21.23 9.47

1955 18.23 10.52

1956 8.28 4.26

1957 12.36 12.87 9.87

1958 18.45 18.67 11.46

1959 16.21 16.57 11.89

1960 19.81 19.98 13.12 19.08

1961 13.53 14.48 13.7 19.73

1962 12.8 16.12 16.12 13.64 12.18

1963 11.5 14.29 15.32 12.4 13.77

1964 15.7 20.51 21.13 13.18 17.56

1965 17.64 19.02 19.02 10.38 17.45

1966 17.36 19.24 19.33 13.61 19.78

1967 17.63 20.37 20.37 11.19 18.32

1968 11.75 13.63 13.83 10.15 17.85

1969 13.04 14.51 14.51 9.84 16.5

1970 11.73 14.28 14.28 10.71 13.07

1971 19.78 20.36 20.76 17.23 19.54
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Table A-1. Available precipitation records (annual totals - in.) for Arivaca Area
(continued).

Date Honnas Arivaca Keene Regan Las
Jarillas

Ruby Anvil
Ranch

Sasabe

1972 13.56 15.58 15.53 10.68 11.31
1973 12.33 12.77 5.21 13.55
1974 15.71 14.51 11.59 16.3
1975 12.45 11.01 12.06 6.89 9.26
1976 15.06 18.74 18.94 9.07 13.79
1977 18.21 18.58 19.22 17.03 10.57 9.32
1978 17.71 24.68 25 23.82 22 27.02
1979 12.64 14.99 16.18 12.97 11.65 9.77
1980 9.49 11.67 11.91 11.58 9.99 9.21
1981 19.6 17.26 18.09 16.44 15.66 16.37
1982 16.67 17.52 16.44 13.44 15.24
1983 18.77 28.46 30.31 25.29 24.93 33.22
1984 24.75 27.74 25.57 23.95 20.84 23.72 27.5
1985 14.26 16.87 16.92 23.42 11.3 18.91
1986 14.91 16.56 12.61 14.83 23.49 13.63 15.58
1987 16.45 21.84 21.81 19.87 11.18 16.22
1988 19.83 18.53 21.45 11.67 18.57
1989 11.31 12.32 14.39 9.2 14.56
1990 19.57 22.33 12.52 23.37 30.37 16.39 22.89
1991 12.76 15.56 17.9 14.7 18.16 9.1 14.18
1992 18.14 19.43 20.95 18.35 29.26 14.96 23.45
1993 20.85 27.53 26.13 24.11 25.69 14.43 16.47
1994 19.12 22.63 22.53 18.32 24.47 9.78 17.64
1995 13.7 18.54 15.51 12.96 16.42 5.99 13.97
1996 16.11 20.69 18.32 14.21 17.31 9.54 14.29
1997 12.44 16.65 12.99 17.39 8.47

Avg. Ann. Pcp. (in.) 15.55 17.96 19.23 17.48 18.83 19.04 11.83 16.85
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Table A-2. Descriptive characteristics of eight Arivaca Area rain gages.

Gage Elevation
(msl-ft.)

Period of Record Type of Gage Observer

Anvil Ranch 2750 1951 -1 997 (47 years)
Daily Measurements

Recording U.S. Weather Bureau
Mrs. John F. King

Arivaca 1 E 3675 1957-1992 (36 years)
Daily Measurements

Recording NOAA
Fred C. Noon

Honnas 3678 1962-1981 (20 years)
1983-1987 (5 years)
1990-1997 (8 years)

Monthly measurements

Non-recording Don Honnas

Keene 3706 1977-1984 (8 years)
1990-1997 (8 years)

Monthly measurements

Non-recording M.B. Keene

Las Jarillas 4091 1957-1972 (16 years)
1984-1997 (14 years)

Monthly measurements

Non-recording Ron Perry

Regan 3711 1975-1997 (23 years)
Monthly measurements

Non-recording John Regan

Ruby 4150 1931 -1 955 (25 years)
Monthly measurements

1895-1955
Daily measurements

Recording U.S. Weather Bureau
E.D. Morton

Sasabe 3589 1960-1996 (37 years)
Daily measurements

Recording NOAA
U.S. Immigration

Service
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APPENDIX B
CLIGEN INPUT FILE

SASABE AZ	 27619 0
LATT= 31.48 LONG=-111.55 YEARS= 33. TYPE= 3
ELEVATION = 3590. TP5 = 1.25 TP6= 2.45
MEAN P 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.09 0.01 0.20 0.44 0.41 0.40 0.14 0.38 0.40
S DEV P 0.37 0.45 0.32 0.24 0.29 0.33 0.44 0.38 0.52 0.58 0.42 0.44
SQEW	 P 2.18 2.34 1.51 1.60 3.08 2.32 2.23 3.53 3.73 2.63 3.10 1.88
P(W/W) 0.39 0.44 0.41 0.41 0.36 0.46 0.46 0.48 0.44 0.47 0.39 0.46
P(W/D) 0.11 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.30 0.27 0.13 0.08 0.07 0.11
TMAX AV 63.06 66.25 69.57 77.70 85.10 94.42 94.54 91.65 89.22 81.63 70.64 63.33
TMIN AV 35.18 37.24 39.87 45.06 50.86 60.75 66.42 64.97 60.21 51.14 41.51 36.15
SD TMAX 8.45 8.24 8.59 7.65 6.94 5.93 5.26 4.97 5.46 7.57 8.33 8.84
SD TMIN 6.55 6.60 6.51 6.47 6.68 7.23 3.78 3.41 5.00 6.15 6.54 6.26
SOL.RAD 311. 395. 531. 638. 704. 697. 638. 598. 566. 427. 353. 295.
SD SOL 33.3 28.4 27.5 33.9 44.6 33.2 46.8 95.1 38.1 22.6 19.7 26.3
MX .5 P 0.35 0.18 0.22 0.10 0.09 0.04 0.12 1.00 0.14 0.32 0.14 0.21
DEW PT 29.56 28.18 28.87 28.80 29.80 37.18 56.62 59.31 49.56 40.56 31.87 29.56

Time Pk 0.594 0.691 0.740 0.818 0.828 0.832 0.860 0.883 0.900 0.947 0.964 1.000
% N 5.78 5.01 4.29 3.62 2.86 3.25 4.25 3.60 3.57 4.01 5.36 5.83
MEAN 2.89 3.11 3.19 3.26 3.13 3.35 3.28 3.02 3.05 3.07 2.98 2.80

STD DEV 1.24 1.46 1.49 1.55 1.38 1.60 1.48 1.36 1.36 1.41 1.44 1.23

SKEW 0.65 0.85 0.79 0.71 0.60 0.91 0.64 0.99 0.79 0.91 1.14 0.79

% NNE 2.50 2.21 1.80 1.45 1.29 1.20 1.67 1.63 1.88 2.05 2.53 2.99

MEAN 2.48 2.60 2.67 2.80 2.58 2.94 2.87 2.75 2.63 2.49 2.59 2.39

STD DEV 1.07 1.13 1.13 1.23 0.99 1.33 1.18 1.38 1.13 1.03 1.03 0.95

SKEW 0.71 0.64 0.78 0.97 0.65 0.56 0.59 1.34 0.70 1.18 0.54 0.53

% NE 2.18 2.12 1.73 1.51 1.51 1.45 1.92 2.11 1.87 2.12 2.12 2.17

MEAN 2.27 2.54 2.39 2.47 2.51 2.70 2.59 2.84 2.60 2.55 2.34 2.18

STD DEV 1.25 1.24 1.08 1.07 1.17 1.53 1.13 1.69 1.22 1.22 1.08 1.02

SKEW 2.72 1.14 0.81 0.80 1.94 1.91 0.65 1.96 0.90 1.25 0.81 1.86

% ENE 1.69 1.50 1.26 1.26 1.47 1.30 1.79 1.63 1.79 1.80 1.90 1.86

MEAN 2.80 2.83 2.57 2.85 2.71 3.02 3.42 3.21 3.27 3.09 2.76 2.64

STD DEV 1.56 1.34 1.05 1.39 1.22 1.70 1.93 2.02 1.59 1.53 1.34 1.15

SKEW 1.75 1.00 0.99 1.04 1.21 1.80 1.08 1.81 0.61 1.14 1.38 0.70

% E 4.18 3.63 2.72 2.52 3.02 2.70 3.78 4.03 4.62 4.29 4.47 4.70

MEAN 3.33 3.46 2.91 3.09 3.14 3.03 3.48 3.66 3.86 3.54 3.74 3.53

STD DEV 1.74 1.80 1.38 1.55 1.49 1.48 1.89 2.26 2.00 1.79 1.89 1.90

SKEW 0.88 0.87 0.79 1.14 1.27 1.05 1.24 2.37 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.11

% ESE 9.15 7.83 5.35 5.13 5.50 5.39 7.04 7.15 10.41 10.18 11.05 10.86

MEAN 4.54 4.22 3.71 3.70 3.94 3.80 4.06 3.86 4.59 4.59 4.75 4.61

STD DEV 2.44 2.24 2.01 1.89 2.23 2.13 2.10 1.99 2.23 2.41 2.39 2.42

SKEW 0.78 1.01 0.89 1.11 1.06 1.38 0.91 1.22 0.59 0.78 0.61 0.83

% SE 14.40 13.22 11.22 10.32 9.42 8.03 10.24 11.17 13.20 13.90 14.11 14.71

MEAN 3.59 3.60 3.43 3.44 3.37 3.42 3.80 3.52 3.64 3.82 3.72 3.52

STD DEV 1.99 2.06 1.73 1.69 1.59 1.68 1.97 1.70 1.92 2.18 2.09 1.92

SKEW 1.32 1.49 1.27 1.09 1.06 1.03 1.22 0.93 1.23 1.36 1.36 1.28

% SSE 9.98 9.86 8.92 8.73 8.41 8.23 8.65 9.86 10.19 10.93 10.63 10.60

MEAN 3.12 3.18 3.32 3.49 3.46 3.49 3.59 3.44 3.39 3.35 3.29 3.08

STD DEV 1.41 1.38 1.43 1.53 1.42 1.47 1.65 1.50 1.52 1.41 1.43 1.33

SKEW 0.71 0.78 0.71 0.59 0.59 0.58 0.92 0.98 1.16 0.67 0.65 0.71

% S 8.34 8.56 8.61 8.29 8.94 9.87 10.89 11.59 10.37 8.83 8.44 8.24

MEAN 2.99 3.10 3.34 3.58 3.63 3.69 3.67 3.39 3.26 3.21 2.96 2.98

STD DEV 1.48 1.52 1.64 1.79 1.77 1.87 1.84 1.62 1.60 1.52 1.32 1.57

SKEW 1.50 1.60 1.24 1.48 1.41 1.29 1.05 1.25 1.50 1.33 1.26 1.74

% SSW 4.60 4.59 6.09 6.36 6.60 6.19 6.01 6.22 5.38 5.38 4.48 4.14

MEAN 3.86 4.08 4.54 4.58 4.38 4.51 3.74 3.58 3.61 3.67 3.61 4.14

STD DEV 2.14 2.23 2.60 2.53 2.30 2.32 1.90 1.70 1.95 2.19 2.06 2.56

SKEW 1.05 0.98 0.99 0.85 0.95 0.76 0.97 1.01 1.52 1.35 1.27 1.08

% SW 4.89 5.30 7.36 8.66 9.88 8.65 5.42 6.32 6.03 6.60 5.21 4.93

MEAN 3.84 3.84 4.76 5.01 4.80 4.56 3.31 3.29 3.36 3.78 3.74 3.72

STD DEv 2.37 2.22 2.65 2.61 2.40 2.27 1.71 1.75 1.88 2.17 2.16 2.32

SKEW 1.12 1.06 0.79 0.70 0.55 0.63 0.99 1.29 1.28 1.11 1.17 1.12

% WSW 4.36 5.02 7.89 8.95 10.69 10.67 6.62 6.07 5.64 5.63 4.46 4.00

MEAN 3.64 3.94 4.69 4.90 4.88 4.53 3.53 3.35 3.51 3.77 3.52 3.54

STD DEV 2.09 2.16 2.50 2.42 2.24 2.07 1.67 1.54 1.65 1.97 1.81 1.97

SKEW 1.44 1.13 0.80 0.74 0.51 0.69 0.99 0.77 1.01 1.09 0.95 1.23

% W 6.63 8.83 10.88 12.45 11.81 12.70 10.15 9.09 7.69 6.89 6.38 5.60
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MEAN	 3.69 4.18 4.52 4.82 4.57	 4.35 4.02 3.68	 3.60 3.57 3.63 3.53
STD DEV	 2.02 2.20 2.33 2.32 2.06	 1.88 1.80 1.74	 1.67 1.73 1.90 1.85
SKEW	 1.04 0.97 0.90 0.72 0.56	 0.51 0.67 0.87	 0.79 0.84 0.96 1.06
% WNW	 4.34 5.85 7.02 7.49 6.67	 7.10 6.24 5.35	 4.49 4.01 3.90 3.45
MEAN	 3.92 4.52 4.85 4.81 4.47	 4.37 3.96 3.60	 3.59 3.74 3.77 3.82
STD DEV	 1.93 2.32 2.32 2.18 1.97	 1.90 1.68 1.60	 1.52 1.82 1.83 1.99
SKEW	 0.72 0.78 0.51 0.60 0.55	 0.50 0.52 0.85	 0.52 0.92 0.87 0.99
% NW	 4.49 5.35 5.54 5.36 4.71	 5.45 5.61 4.82	 3.67 4.05 3.67 3.43
MEAN	 3.47 3.92 4.19 4.19 3.91	 4.15 3.87 3.58	 3.46 3.47 3.46 3.20
STD DEV	 1.75 1.96 2.00 1.94 1.76	 1.86 1.71 1.67	 1.56 1.74 1.68 1.61
SKEW	 0.83 0.79 0.62 0.60 0.48	 0.50 0.48 0.84	 0.74 0.89 0.75 1.01
% NNW	 4.15 4.48 4.38 3.84 3.49	 3.94 4.41 3.22	 3.54 3.54 3.83 4.05
MEAN	 3.40 3.75 3.85 3.77 3.70	 3.99 3.76 3.39	 3.38 3.32 3.38 3.24
STD DEV	 1.54 1.69 1.82 1.69 1.68	 1.70 1.65 1.42	 1.42 1.51 1.51 1.52
SKEW	 0.65 0.76 0.56 0.62 0.67	 0.47 0.56 0.61	 0.83 0.68 0.81 0.82
CALM	 8.43 6.61 4.98 4.04 3.73	 3.84 5.34 6.15	 5.70 5.84 7.35 8.43
TUCSON/INT. AZ 0.668 FORT HUACHUCA AZ 0.243 YUMA/INT. AZ 0.089
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APPENDIX C
CLIGEN OUTPUT FILE

Station Random I---Daily rainfall events 	 I	 Row
ID	 Seed	 #

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.00 1

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.71 0.00 0.00 4

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 5

7619 8 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6

7619 8 0.55 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 7

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 8

7619 8 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 11

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13

7619 8 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15

7619 8 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.28 0.00 19

7619 8 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.05 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20

7619 8 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.23 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 21

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 22

7619 8 0.23 0.63 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.00 23

7619 8 0.00 0.48 0.00 1.53 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.28 1.11 24

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25

7619 8 0.01 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12 0.34 27

7619 8 1.04 1.40 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 28

7619 8 0.68 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.83 29

7619 8 0.01 0.00 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.11 0.00 31

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 32

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 33

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 34

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 35

7619 8 0.00 0.01 0.78 1.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 36

7619 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 37

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 3

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4

7619 9 0.00 0.41 1.16 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.86 0.01 0.96 5

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.18 0.06 0.01 0.00 0.00 6

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8
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7619 9 0.00 0.43 0.42 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16

7619 9 0.22 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18

7619 9 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.74 0.21 0.83 19

7619 9 1.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.36 20

7619 9 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 21

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.53 22

7619 9 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.00 23

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.46 1.17 0.16 0.00 0.00 24

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.60 2.70 0.16 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 1.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 28

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.13 0.21 0.01 0.00 0.00 29

7619 9 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.49 0.15 0.01 0.04 30

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 1.17 31

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 32

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 33

7619 9 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 34

7619 9 0.00 0.37 0.12 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 35

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 36

7619 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 37

** This file continues for eighteen (18) more years of data output displayed in the same

format.
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APPENDIX D
RAINFALL DATA INPUT PROCEDURES

1) Generate five (or desired # of sub-basin fields) .cli files using Cligen.
a) Each file contains 365 days * 20 years of rainfall data.

2) In UltraEdit (text editor):
a) Put column mode ON
b) Delete the first column that contains station ID.
c) Delete the last column that contains row number.
d) Turn column mode off
e) Record a Macro that replaces spaces, etc. with a better format.

(1) Replace 	  with
(2) Replace _ _ _ _ ^p with _ _ _ _ , ^p
(3) Replace _ _ _ _ with (nothing)
(4) Replace _ with

f) Save Macro As "comma.mac"

3) Convert file from DOS to UNIX.
4) Save File As <filename> in the nexus directory of my choice

5) Copy rainfall program Bob wrote to /bin directory.

#!/bin/csh

# File:	 rainfall
# Programmer: Bob Czaja
# Created:	 6.28.99
# Purpose:	 Converts a comma deliminated file into a file 

with two columns.

# Usage:	 rainfall <input file name>

awk -F, '(print $1, $2; print $1, $3; print $1, $4; print $1, $5; print $1, $6;
print $1, $7; print $1, $8; print $1, $9; print $1, $10; print $1, $11)' $* >
$(*} .out

6) In UNIX working directory type: rainfall 
<comma deliminated filename>

a) The rainfall program takes the comma deliminated file 
created in

UltraEdit and turns it into a file with 2 columns (one

containing the year and the other containing the rainfall

amounts).
b) The new file is called <filename.out>.

7) Repeat steps 2-5 for the remaining 4 .cli files.

8) Bring all five <filename>.out files into EXCEL.

a) Copy and paste all five columns into one spreadsheet.

b) Calculate the years and the days of each year properly.

c) Save the years and all the days (1-370) format 
to a template

worksheet for future use.

d) Delete all days where all five fields are blank (367-370).

e) Delete all days where all five fields are equal to zero.

f) Save as a space deliminated file.

9) Open the EXCEL file in UltraEdit.

10) Record a Macro to organize the rainfall in 
columns for final ARDBSN

input,that is, a separate row for each channel with a maximum of 
three

rainfall fields in each row.
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APPENDIX E
AMLs

Subws.aml

1* *** ***** ******* **** ************ ***** ************ * ** * ** * * ** ***

/*	 USDA - ARS
/*	 Southwest Watershed Research Center
/*	 2000 E. Allen Rd.
/*	 Tucson, AZ 85719
/*	 *************************************************************

/* Program:
/*
/* Function:
/*
/*
/* History:
/*
/*

subws.aml

Automates the creation of subwatersheds within

a given watershed.

Created 1997 by Scott Miller, USDA - ARS SWRC,

2000 E. Allen Rd. Tucson, AZ 85719.
ph: 520-670-6380. miller@tucson.ars.ag.gov

/* *************************************************************

/* Routines called:	 none
/*
/* Requirements:	 flowaccumulation and flowdirection GRIDS

/*
/* Results:	 Creates a polygon map of the subwatershed

areas for the use of the ARDBSN model
/* *************************************************************

/* Usage:	 &r subws <watershed> <threshold>

/*
/* Arguments:	 threshold - # of cells that will be used to

determine where the streams are located.
/* *************************************************************

/*
&args size
&if [null %size%1 &then &do

&type
&type Usage: &r subws <threshold>

&type
&return &inform

&end

&stat 9999

&if %:PROGRAM% ne GRID &then &do

&if %:PROGRAM% ne ARC &then quit

grid
&end

/* First go into GRID and create the stream network (and a 
polygon
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Subws.aml (continued)

/* coverage from that), then a preliminary subwatershed map based on
the
/* intersections of the channels.

strm_%size% = con (dem6_acc > %size%, 1)
stream_%size% = streamline (strm_%size%, dem6_dir)
ppts_%size%a = streamlink (strm_%size%, dem6_dir)
sub_%size%a = watershed (dem6_dir, ppts_%size%a)
subws_%size%a = gridpoly (sub_%size%a)

/* Now use ArcEdit to select all the arcs and extract the tops of all
/* the channels.	 The reason to do this is that GRID's method (above)
/* does not create subwatersheds at the upland level, only for where
/* intersections take place.	 So we are getting the coordinates of
where
/* the uplands start.

build stream_%size% node

ARCEDIT
&sv test = [show display]
EC stream_%size%
EDITFEATURE arc

/* First step is to select all the nodes that represent stream
junctions
/* and export their x-, y-coordinates into usable format.

/* This is done in ArcEdit. Select all the tnodes in order. If no

/* arc is associated with a particular number, it should be selected,

/* since it is a terminal node.

ef node
&sv last [show maximum node]

ef arc

&sv num = 0

&sys touch nodes_%size%.txt

&label here

&sv num = %num% + 1
sel tnode# = %num%

&if %num% <> %last% &then &do
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Subws.aml (continued)

&sv sel = [show number select]
&if %sel% = 0 &then &sys echo [show node %num% coordinate] >> -

nodes_%size%.txt
&goto here

&end

/* Get out of ArcEdit & create the file necessary to build a
/* subwatershed map in GRID, then go into GRID and do it.

quit
grid

/* Use the "snappour" procedure to ensure that we're in the lowest
/* point within 10m of the outlet.

ppts_%size%b = snappour (nodes_%size%.txt, dem6_acc, 10)
sub_%size%b = watershed (dem6_dir, ppts_%size%b)
subws_%size%b = gridpoly (sub_%size%b)

/* In Arc, append the 2 subwatershed maps together

quit

append subws_%size%
subws %size%a
subws_%size%b
end

clean subws_%size%
createlabels subws_%size%

kill ppts_%size%a all
kill ppts_%size%b all
kill sub_%size%a all
kill sub_%size%b all
kill strm_%size% all
kill subws_%size%a all
kill subws_%size%b all
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Ls.aml

/***********************************

/*	 Program: ls.aml
/*
/*	 Function: Calculate a LS value for each field in the

/*	 subwatershed to use as input to ARDBSN file.

/*
/*	 History: Created 1999 by Jill Heller, the Advanced Resource

/*	 Technology Group, the University of Arizona, Tucson,

/*	 AZ 85721. ph: 520-621-3045.

/*	 jheller@nexus.srnr.arizona.edu

/*
/***********************************

/*	 Routines called: None.
/*
/*	 Requirements: Elevation GRID (DEM) and subwatershed coverage.

/*
/*	 Results: USLE length-slope (LS) factor map containing

/*	 values for each field of the subwatershed.

/*
/*	 Usage: &run ls
/*
/*	 Arguments: None
/**********************************

&IF %:PROGRAM% ne GRID &THEN &do

&IF %:PROGRAM% ne ARC &THEN quit

GRID
&end

&do sws &list <coverage>

%sws%_grd = polygrid (%sws%, #, #, #, 30)

/* the above converted the sub-basin coverage to 
a grid with a cell

/*	 size = 30m.
/* To calculate area, the COUNT can be multiplied by 

30*30 = 900m^2

/*	 for each cell in the COUNT.

/* The grid comes up with 60 sub-basins. This seems right 
for now.

gridclip dem6_usgs %sws%_elev cover %sws%

%sws%_slp = slope (%sws%_elev, percentrise)

/* now have a slope map for the entire area encompassing 
sub-basin

/* next, will clip the slope map to the subwatershed 
coverage

/* Derive the average slope for each subwatershed

%sws%_av = zonalmean (%sws%_grd, %sws%_slp)

/* sws_av grid will serve as the "s" layer to the USLE
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Ls.aml (continued)

gridclip dem6_dir fldir_%sws% cover %sws%

/* the fldir_usgs grid is the dem clipped to the watershed boundary
/*	 w/ usgs gage as outlet.
/*
fl_%sws% = flowlength (fldir_%sws%)
/*calcs flowlength from flowdir
/*
max_%sws% = zonalmax (%sws%_grd, fl_%sws%)
min %sws% = zonalmin (%sws%_grd, fl_%sws%)
%sws%_lngth = max_%sws% - min_%sws%
/*cedr length will serve as "L" factor

L_eng%sws% = 3.208 * %sws%_lngth
/* converts the sws_length grid to English units from metric (meters
/* to feet)

L_%sws% = sqrt (L_eng%sws% div 72.6)
/* creates the "L" factor grid to be used in the USLE equation.

ssqr_%sws% = sqr (%sws%_av)
s_%sws% = (.43 + (.3 * %sws%_av) + (.043 * ssqr_%sws%)) div 6.613
LS_%sws% = L_%sws% * (s_%sws% * (10000 div (10000 + sqr(s_%sws%))))

kill (!1_%sws%, ssqr_%sws%, s_%sws 96, l_eng%sws%, %sws%_lngth,

max_%sws%, min_%sws%!) all

mapex %sws%
gridpaint %sws%
cellvalue ls_%sws% *
/* Extract the length-slope (LS) factor values for each field by

/*	 clicking in each field and recording the given value.

&end
&return
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Texture. ami
/*
/*	 ****** **** ******* **** ******* **** ******* **** ******* **** *******
/*	 USDA - ARS
/*	 Southwest Watershed Research Center
/*	 2000 E. Allen Rd.
/*	 Tucson, AZ 85719
/*	 *************************************************************

148

/* Program:
/*
/* Function:
/*
/*
/*
/*
/* History:
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

texture ami

This AML uses a look-up table concept to
convert the STATSGO layer info file to a host
of hydrologic modeling parameters in a file
called kslayer.

Updated with ARDBSN parameters by Jill Heller,
June 1999, Advanced Resources Technology Group,
The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
ph: 520-621-3045 jhellergnexus.srnr.arizona.edu
Texture.aml was created June 1997 by Scott Miller,
USDA - ARS SWRC, 2000 E. Allen Rd. Tucson,
AZ 85719. ph: 520-670-6380.
miller@tucson.ars.ag.gov

* ** ****** * ****** ** ***** ** ****** * ****** ** ***** ** ****** ** ***** ** ****** *

/* Routines called: none

/* Requirements: An info file called kslayer derived from the

/*
/*

STATSGO layer file containing the following
items:

/* COLUMN ITEM NAME WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME INDEXED?

/* 1 MUID 7	 7 C	 -	 -

/* 8 LAYERNUM 1	 1 I	 -

/* 9 LAYERID 2	 2 I	 -

/* 11 LAYDEPL 2	 2 I	 -

/* 13 LAYDEPH 2	 2 I	 -

/* 15 TEXTURE1 8	 8 C	 -	 _

/* 39 EVAP1 6	 6 N	 4	 -

/* 57 PORI 5	 5 N	 4	 -

/* 72 .3BAR1 4	 4 N	 4	 -

/* 84 BAR15_1 5	 5 N	 4	 -

/* 99 KS1 5	 5 N	 4	 -

/*
/*
/* Results:	 EVAP,	 POR,	 .3BAR,	 15BAR, and KS are calculated as

/* a function of the texture for each horizon.

/*
/* *** ** *** *** *** ** *** ** ** ** ** * ** * *** * *** * ** ** ** *** *************

/* Usage:	 &r texture

/*
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Texture. am (continued)

/* Arguments:	 none
/* *************************************************************

/* Look-up Values from SPUR manual tables (Wight and Skiles, 1987).

/* S - Sand
/* calc evapl = .1299; calc porl = .41; calc .3barl = .09; calc
/*	 bar15_1 = .03; calc ksl = 9.0551
/* LS - Loamy sand
/* calc evapl = ..1299; calc por1 = .43; calc .3bar1 = .12; calc
/*	 bar15_1 = 06; calc ksl = 2.4016
/* SL - Sandy loam
/* calc evapl = .1378; calc porl = .45; calc .3barl = .20; calc
/*	 bar15_1 = .09; calc ksl = .8661
/* L - Loam
/* calc evapl = .1772; calc porl = .47; calc .3barl = .26; calc
/*	 bar15 1 = .12; calc ksl = . 5118
/* SIL - Silty loam
/* calc evapl = .1772; calc porl = .50; calc .3barl = .31; calc
/*	 bar15_1 = .13; calc ksl = . 2717
/* SCL - Sandy clay loam
/* calc evapl = .1496; calc porl = .42; calc .3barl = .27; calc
/*	 bar15_1 = .17; calc ksl = . 1181
/* CL - Clay loam
/* calc evapl = .1496; calc porl = .47; calc .3barl = .34; calc

/*	 bar15_1 = .20; calc ksl = . 0787
/* SICL - Silty clay loam
/* calc evapl = .1496; calc porl = .47; calc .3barl = .36; calc

/*	 bar15_1 = .21; calc ksl = . 0709

/* SC - Sandy clay
/* calc evapl = .1339; calc porl = .42; calc .3barl = .31; calc

/*	 bar15_1 = .21; calc ksl = . 0512

/* SIC - Silty clay
/* calc evapl = .1378; calc porl = .48; calc .3barl = .40; calc

/*	 bar15_1 = .27; calc ksl = .0394
/* C - Clay
/* calc evapl = .1339; calc por1 = .49; calc .3barl = .42; calc

/*	 bar15_1 = .29; calc ksl = . 0315

/* Estimated values, based on STATSGO similarities between classes

/* SI - Silt - based mainly on SPUR manual tables
/* calc evapl = .1575; calc porl = .51; calc .3barl = .28; calc

/*	 bar15_1 = .09; calc ksl = . 2008

/* SR- - Stratified (similar to sandy loam)
/* calc evapl = .1378; calc porl = .45; calc .3barl = .20; calc

/*	 bar15_1 = .09; calc ksl = .8661
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Texture.aml (continued)

/* CEM - Cemented - no infiltration
/*
/*

calc evapl = 0;	 calc porl = 0;	 calc	 .3barl = 0;	 calc bar15_1
calc ks1 = 0

= 0;

/*
/*
/*

IND - Indurated - v. little movement

	

calc evap1 =	 .1299;	 calc porl =	 .41;	 calc	 .3barl =	 .09;	 calc

	

bar15_1 =	 .03;	 calc ksl = 9.0551
/* UWB - Unweathered bedrock - no infiltration
/*
/*

calc evapl = 0;	 calc por1 = 0;	 calc	 .3bar1 = 0;	 calc bar15_1
calc ks1 = 0

= 0;

/* WB - Weathered bedrock - no infiltration
/*
/*

calc evap1 = 0;	 calc porl = 0;	 calc	 .3barl = 0;	 calc bar15_1

calc ksl = 0

= 0;

/* VAR - Variable - no infiltration
/* calc evap1 = 0;	 calc porl = 0;	 calc	 .3barl = 0;	 calc bar15_1

calc ks1 = 0

= 0;

/*
/*
/*

CIND - Cinders; similar to sand
calc evap1 =	 .1299;	 calc porl =	 .41;	 calc	 .3bar1 =	 .09;	 calc

bar15_1 =.03;	 calc ksl = 9.0551
/* GYP - Gypsum - no infiltration
/*
/*

calc evap1 = 0;	 calc por1 = 0;	 calc	 .3barl = 0; calc bar15_1

calc ks1 = 0

= 0;

/*
/*
/*

G - gravel; similar to sand
calc evapl =	 .1299;	 calc porl =	 .41;	 calc	 .3bar1 =	 .09;	 calc

bar15_1 =	 .03;	 calc ksl = 9.0551

/*
/*
/*

CBV - very cobbly; similar to sand
calc evap1 =	 .1299;	 calc porl =	 .41;	 calc	 .3bar1 =	 .09;	 calc

bar15_1 =	 .03;	 calc ksl = 9.0551

tables
sel kslayer

&do n &list 1

resel texture%n% = 'GRV-SL'
&if [show number select] > 0 &then &do

calc evap%n% = .1378; calc por%n% = .45; calc .3bar%n% = .20; -
calc bar15_%n% = .09; calc ks%n% = .8661

&end
asel

resel texture%n% = 'GRX-COS'
&if [show number select] > 0 &then &do

calc evap%n% = .1299; calc por%n% = .41; calc .3bar%n% = .09; -
calc bar15_%n% = .03; calc ks%n% = 9.0551

&end
asel

resel texture%n% = 'LS'
&if [show number select] > 0 &then &do
calc evap%n% = .1299; calc por%n% = .43; calc .3bar%n% = .12; -
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Texture.aml (continued)

calc bar15_%n% = .06; calc ks%n% = 2.4016
&end
asel

resel texture%n% = 'COS'
&if [show number select] > 0 &then &do
calc evap%n% = .1299; calc por%n% = .41; calc .3bar%n% = .09; -

calc bar15_%n% = .03; calc ks%n% = 9.0551
&end
asel

resel texture%n% =
&if [show number select] > 0 &then &do

calc evap%n% = .1378; calc por%n% = .45; calc .3bar%n% = .20; -
calc bar15_%n% =	 .09;	 calc ks%n% =

&end
asel

resel texture%n% =	 'SL'

.8661

&if	 [show number select] > 0 &then &do

calc evap%n% =	 .1378;	 calc por%n% =
calc bar15_%n% =	 .09; calc ks%n% =

.45;	 calc
.8661

.3bar%n% = .20;	 -

&end
asel

resel texture%n% =	 'GR-SL'
&if [show number select] > 0 &then &do

calc evap%n% =	 .1378;	 calc por%n% =

calc bar15_%n% =	 .09;	 calc ks%n% =
.45;	 calc
.8661

.3bar%n% = .20;	 -

&end
asel

resel texture%n% =	 'SCL'
&if [show number select] > 0 &then &do

calc evap%n% =	 .1496; calc por%n% =
calc bar15_%n% =	 .17;	 calc ks%n% =

.42;	 calc
.1181

.3bar%n% = .27;	 -

&end
asel

resel texture%n% =	 'GRV-SCL'

&if	 [show number select] > 0 &then &do

calc evap%n% =	 .1496;	 calc por%n% =

calc bar15_%n% = 	 .17;	 calc ks%n% =
.42;	 calc
.1181

.3bar%n% = .27;	 -

&end
asel

resel texture%n% =	 'GRV-S'

&if	 [show number select] > 0 &then &do

calc evap%n% =	 .1299;	 calc por%n% =

calc bar15_%n% =	 .03;	 calc ks%n% =
.41;	 calc
9.0551

.3bar%n% = .09;	 -

&end

{This ami routine continues in the similar manner for numerous other soil texture label
possibilities contained in STATSGO database}
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Cn_map.aml

/***********************************

/*	 Program:	 cn map.aml
/*
/*	 Function: Combines a soils and a vegetation map to create an

/*	 average curve number map for each field in a

/*	 given subwatershed. The curve number values

/*	 are assigned according to a lookup-table based

/*	 on a table in "Handbook of Hydrology" by D.R.

/*	 Maidment (1993) for semi-arid rangelands.

/*
/*	 History: Created 1999 by Jill Heller, the Advanced Resource

/*	 Technology Group, the University of Arizona, Tucson,

/*	 AZ 85721. ph: 520-621-3045.

/*	 jheller@nexus.srnr.arizona.edu
/***********************************

/*	 Routines called: None.
/*
/*	 Requirements: Subwatershed, soils, and vegetation coverage.

/*	 Lookup table of curve number values.

/*
/*	 Results: Grid of the average curve number (cnavg_%sws%) for

/*	 each field in the subwatershed.

/*
/*	 Usage: &run cn_map
/*
/*	 Arguments: None
/******************************************************************

&if %:PROGRAM% ne ARC &then &do

&if %:PROGRAM% eq GRID &then quit

&end

&do sws &list <cover>

/* 	 Soil map

clip statsgo_clip %sws% %sws%_soils
additem %sws%_soils.pat %sws%_soils.pat code 2 2 i

additem %sws%_soils.pat %sws%_soils.pat hydgrp 1 1 c

tables
select %sws%_soils.pat
reselect MUID = 'AZ060'
calc code = 3
move 'C-B' to hydgrp
select %sws%_soils.pat
reselect MUID = 'AZ066'
calc code = 4
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Cn_map.aml (continued)

move 'D' to hydgrp
select %sws%_soils.pat
reselect MUID = 'AZ272'
calc code = 4
move 'D' to hydgrp
select %sws%_soils.pat
reselect MUID = 'AZ277'
calc code = 2
move 'B' to hydgrp
q
idedit %sws%_soils poly

/* Vegetation map

clip azveg_clp %sws% %sws%_veg
additem %sws%_veg.pat %sws%_veg.pat code 2 2 i
tables
select %sws%_veg.pat
reselect VDESC = 'Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mesquite'

calc code = 1
select %sws%_veg.pat
reselect VDESC = 'Encinal Mixed Oak-Mesquite'

calc code = 2
select %sws%_veg.pat
reselect VDESC = 'Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mixed Scrub'

calc code = 3
select %sws%_veg.pat
reselect VDESC = 'Semidesert Mixed Grass-Yucca-Agave'

calc code = 4
select %sws%_veg.pat
reselect VDESC = 'Encinal Mixed Oak'

calc code = 5
q

/* 	 Curve Number map 	

/*	 Land cover type	
Curve Number	 By HSG

/* 	
/*Code	

HSG-A HSG-B HSG-C HSG-D

/* 	
/* 1 Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mesquite	 55	

72	 81	 86

/* 2 Encinal Mixed Oak-Mesquite 	 55	 72	 81	 86

/* 3 Semidesert Mixed Grass-Mixed Scrub 55 	 72	 81	 86

/* 4 Semidesert Mixed Grass-Yucca-Agave 55	 72
	 81	 86

/* 5 Encinal Mixed Oak	
N/A 48	 57	 63
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Cn_map.aml (continued)

/* Values are based on 'Fair' Hydrologic condition; Maidment Table
/*	 5.5.1 P. 5.28
/* Maybe should use 'Good' Hydrologic condition which would provide the

/*	 minimum curve number values.

polygrid %sws%_soils soil_%sws% code
30
y
/* A cell size of 30 was selected in order to have the same resolution

/* as all other grids used in this project.

polygrid %sws%_veg veg_%sws% code
30
Y
/* A cell size of 30 was selected for the veg. map as well.

grid
/* create a CN map according to the CM lookup table 

previously created.

cn_%sws% = con (soil_%sws% eq 1 and veg_%sws% eq 1, 55, -

con (soil %sws% eq 1 and veg_%sws% eq 2, 55, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 1 and veg_%sws% eq 3, 55, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 1 and veg_%sws% eq 4, 55, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 2 and veg_%sws% eq 1, 72, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 2 and veg_%sws% eq 2, 72, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 2 and veg_%sws% eq 3, 72, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 2 and veg_%sws% eq 4, 72, -

con (soil %sws% eq 2 and veg_%sws% eq 5, 48, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 3 and veg_%sws% eq 1, 81, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 3 and veg_%sws% eq 2, 81, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 3 and veg_%sws% eq 3, 81, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 3 and veg_%sws% eq 4, 81, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 3 and veg_%sws% eq 5, 57, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 4 and veg_%sws% eq 1, 86, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 4 and veg_%sws% eq 2, 86, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 4 and veg_%sws% eq 3, 86, -

con (soil %sws% eq 4 and veg_%sws% eq 4, 86, -
con (soil_%sws% eq 4 and veg_%sws% eq 5, 63, 0)))))))))))))))))))

/* Now find average CM for each field 
(upland and lateral)

cnavg_%sws% = zonalmean (%sws%_grd, cn_%sws%)

mapex %sws%
gridpaint cnavg_%sws%
cellvalue cnavg_%sws% *
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Cn_map.aml (continued)

/* click on the areas of interest to obtain the CN value for that

/*	 field.
/* cnavg_%sws% is the map containing the average curve number value for

/*	 each field element in the subwatershed.

&end
&return
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Storage_area.aml

/***********************************

/*	 Program: storage area.aml
/*
/*	 Function: Determines the area of a subwatershed behind surface

/*	 storage.
/*
/*	 History: Created 1999 by Jill Heller, the Advanced Resource

/*	 Technology Group, the University of Arizona, Tucson,

/*	 AZ 85721. ph: 520-621-3045.
/*	 jheller@nexus.srnr.arizona.edu

/***********************************

/*	 Routines called: None.
/*
/*	 Requirements: Subwatershed GRIDS; ponds point coverage;

/*	 flowdirection GRID.

/*
/*	 Results: Polygonal coverage of the storage areas behind stock

/*	 ponds in a given subwatershed.

/*
/*	 Usage: &run storage_area

/*
/*	 Arguments: None
/******************************************************************

&if %:PROGRAM% ne ARC &then &do

&if %:PROGRAM% eq GRID &then quit

&end

&do coy &list cedar chmny orobl yel frag amigo 
stok

clip snap_pnds1 %cov% pndsl_%cov% point

grid
pndl_%cov% = pointgrid (pndsl_%cov%, #, #, #, 30)

storgl_%cov% = watershed (dem6_dir, pndl_%cov%)

storl_%cov% = gridpoly (storgl_%cov%)

&end
&return
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APPENDIX F
Basic Unit Conversions (English to Metric)

Length: 

1 in = 2.54 cm
1 ft = 0.3048 m
1 mi = 1.609 km

Area: 

1 ac = 4,047 m2 = 0.4047 ha
1 mi2 = 640 ac = 259 ha = 2.590 km2

Volume: 

1 ac-ft = 1233.49 m3 = 325,851 US Gal

Temperature: 

C = (5/9) (F°-32)
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